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I still remember my first mobile phone. It was a 
chunky blue Nokia 3210 that was built like a tank, 
the weight of half a brick, and took calls or texts. 
Oh, and it could play Snake. When my phone 

rolled off its Finnish assembly line, mobiles were still very 
much up for debate. Would the pocket-sized tech take over 
the world? Were mobiles really necessary? Should kids 
have them? Will a mobile make your brain swell up like some 
sort of mutated orange? And would there be a Snake II? All 
good questions, and ones I hardly ever considered. I was 
having too much fun on my first mobile phone to care.  

It’s a bit like that in the world of tech today, except 
instead of putting futuristic gadgets in our pockets we’re 
strapping them to our faces and wrists. We’re on the verge 
of a wearable gadget revolution, and those same questions 
are being asked (especially the one about the orange). So 
starting on p26, we’ve put together everything we know 
about wearable tech, including rumors surrounding the 
Apple iWatch and Google Glass. Enjoy.
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HOT
FIVE #4

Ferrari LaFerrari
DOUBLE-DIP REV SESSION

US$1.5 million | ferrari.com
Hybrid cars are all about compromise. About accepting reduced power 
in return for the warm green glow of environmental do-goodingness. 

About specs being downgraded as fuel economy levels are raised. Well 
somebody forgot to tell Ferrari – because its brilliantly named 

LaFerrari supercar is about as much of a compromise as a date with the 
world’s second most beautiful woman. Its 6.3l V12 engine spews out 
800hp – until you fire up the electric motor, at which point you’ll be 
sitting on 963hp of pure Italian vroom. It also gets KERS tech from 

Ferrari’s F1 cars, a sub-3 second 0-60 time and a top speed of 217mph. 
Shame only 499 are being made. So there is a compromise after all.

As hot as… being burned and electrocuted simultaneously

 HOT
STUFF05/13

8 PAGES OF THE 
BEST NEW GEAR 
MONEY CAN BUY
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the smallest, lightest supercompact

Nikon Coolpix A
Being greedy gadgeteers, we all want pro-looking 
pictures without lugging around a DSLR – hence the 
sudden boom in compacts with big sensors. After the 
Fuji X10S and the Sony RX100 (tested p113), here’s the 
Coolpix A: the first Nikon compact with a DX sensor.

US $1,500 | nikon.com

Adding to the low-light abilities 
bestowed by that large sensor is 

an impressive ISO range. It goes up 
to ISO 6400 as standard, and can 

be extended to a whopping ISO 
25,600. Your image is likely to be 

noisier than a duck in a wind 
turbine at that level, though.

While the Coolpix A does not, at 
first glance, look like a grand’s 
worth of camera, it does have a 
considerably higher build quality 
than its more affordable forebears.  
A magnesium alloy body and  
metal dials should make it 
hardwearing and tactile, while a 
leatherette grip provides stability. 

With the same 16.2MP DX sensor 
as that in the excellent D7000 
DSLR, the Coolpix A should be be 
an excellent low-light performer. 
Backing it up is an Expeed 2 image 
processor that can shoot four full-
res images in a second, and also 
produce pro-friendly RAW files. 

111mm
40.3mm

64
.3

m
m

TECH SPECS
Sensor 16.2MP, APS-C CMOS
Display 3in TFT, 921k dots
Lens 18.5mm (28mm equivalent), f2.8
ISO 100-6400 (extendable to 25,600)
Video 1080p@30fps
Built-in flash Yes
Storage SD/SDHC/SDXC

The thumb of all fears
tough guys don’t need guns
bit.ly/thumbguns

alternatively…

Sigma DP1 Merrill
US$1,250 | sigma.com
Sigma’s updated supercompact 
also has a 28mm-equivalent lens 
and a focus ring, but boasts a Foveon 
X3 sensor. It too is a staunch enthusiast 
camera, but that’s what makes it good. 

To reaffirm that the A is pointed at 
serious photographers, it doesn’t 

have a zoom. Instead, it has an f2.8 
prime lens with a 35mm-equivalent 

focal length of 28mm, which is 
wide, but versatile - great for 

getting spur-of-the-moment 
snaps and people shots without 

the need to back away to fit it all in.

This is a snapper aimed at DSLR 
users, so it has a focus ring around 
the lens to override the autofocus 
and allow you to get creative. The 
Mode wheel will feel reassuringly 
familiar to DSLR shooters, too, with 
aperture and shutter priority modes 
as well as full manual. The menus 
don’t skimp on settings, either.

small size and unassuming  
looks belie the abilities of  
this miniature powerhouse

299g
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Burning bright
Onitsuka Tiger Golden Spark

US$105 | onitsukatiger.com
Since time immemorial (well, the 1970s) Onitsuka Tigers have been admired for their 
grace and power. They gave birth to the cheetah-like ASICS subspecies, among the 
fastest on Earth, and since then the two have shared DNA. Observe the new Golden 

Spark, a trainer of leisure that incorporates the tech used in its high-end running shoe 
cousins: breathable rubber structure, sweat-wicking, anti-microbial inners, memory 

foam heel cups. Sadly, these beautiful trainers are now being hunted by poachers,  
who grind them up for traditional medicine, but you can adopt a pair for just US$105.

My So-Called Throne
Game of Thrones as it would have looked in 1995

bit.ly/thrones95

News feed

HP jumps in bed with Google
Chromebooks have been getting off 
to a slow start, with only a handful 
of manufactuers so far, but HP is 
stepping into the ring as it unveils its 
first Chromebook - the Pavilion 14. It 
sports an impressive 14in display, 
along with a dual-core processor, 
4GB of RAM and a 16GB SSD - that 
isn’t that large, but 
remember this is a 
web-based machine. 
All that for just 
US$380 - you’ll find 
no complaints here.

Apple sells many iThings
Apple sold 37.4 million iPhones and 
19.5 million iPads in the first quarter 
of 2013. That’s more than the same 
period in 2012. So it’s all going quite 
rosy, at least when you consider 
some of the gloomy predictions in 
the press. We’d been hoping  to hear 
some hints about upcoming 
products, but Apple 
CEO Tim Cook just 
said that there will be 
some innovative new 
products coming up. 
Well, duh...

Microsoft gets friendly with Kindle
Microsoft’s Xbox SmartGlass app 
that lets you remotely control your 
Xbox via touchscreen, is available 
on the Kindle Fire and Kindle Fire 
HD. The app will also give you 
access to exclusive content in 
some titles, including 
extra info on in-game 
maps and events 
(collectables, data 
logs, etc.) all in touch-
friendly form. 

Archos tauts three new blowers
Archos has announced that it’ll be 
bringing a trio of Android 
smartphones to the UAE by the end 
June. The French company is best 
known for portable media players and 
tablets, and this marks its first foray 
into phones. The three models will 
each feature dual SIM capability and 
stock Android user interfaces. Top of 
the range is the 50 
Platinum, with a 5in 
display, Android Jelly 
Bean, 8MP camera, 
1.2GHz processor and 
4GB of storage.

CHROMEBOOKS

APPLE

SMARTGLASS

SMARTPHONES

Any port in a (lightning) storm
Bowers & Wilkins Z2

US$tba | bowers-wilkins.com
For all the brilliance of the iPhone 5, that 
Lightning connector certainly raised a few 

hackles, especially on those who already had 
a whole houseful of docks to go with their old 

Apple products. As a result, companies have 
been tentative about releasing Lightning-

equipped gear, but it’s starting to happen: B&W, 
dockmakers to the discerning and deep of 

pocket, has created a new dock for your iPhone 5, 
which you can clunk your new blower on to just like 

you did with your old one. Prefer the Hindenburg-
shaped Zeppelin? Well, there’s a Lightning-equipped 

version of that now, too, and they both stream losslessly via 
AirPlay. So you’re all set – until Apple announces its new Fog 
connector this summer, that is… Just kidding. Or are we?

Don’t call me slatey
Dell XPS 18
from US$1,295 | dell.com
Let’s get this straight: the XPS 18 is not a tablet. That 
would put it into the same crazy bracket as Sony’s Vaio 
Tap 20 giganto-tab, a design we foresee having all the 
longevity of a 90-year-old haemophiliac knife juggler. The 
XPS 18 is a nice desktop computer that comes with a nice 
desktop stand, keyboard and mouse. And it’s a bedroom 
TV, because you can pull the 1080p screen off the stand, 
flip out the little standlets on the back and watch movies 
elsewhere. It could even be a tabletop PC if you laid it flat 
on its back and had the whole family crowd round to use 
its touchscreen. Oh, and at 2.3kg it’s not too heavy to be 
used, around the house as a flat Windows 8 Pro computer. 
But it’s not a tablet. Got it?

 HOT
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The LasT Of Us
Ps3
Whoever said video games can’t 
be rooted in science has obviously 
not been chatting to the folks over 
at Naughty Dog. The Uncharted 
series developer has taken a leaf 
from the pages of brain corroding 
fungus in ants called 
ophiocordyceps unilateralis 
(Google it, nerds) and repurposing 
it to well, the entirety of the planet. 
An ingenious way to sneak in yet 
another zombie game without 
sticking to the usual tropes. We’ve 
got brain-chompingly high hopes 
for this one.

DUbai DeLivery
Dubai based developer 
Sentiomedia let you 
have a crack at 
managing your own 
courier company in a 
stylistically rendered 
version of the city.

NimbLe QUesT
From the minds that 
brought us such time-
sinking epics as Tiny 
Tower and Pocket 
Planes comes a fresh 
take on the father of all 
mobile games. 

eP0ch
If you told us a few years 
ago that you’d be able to 
pull off a Unreal Engine 3 
game on our text msg 
device we’d have 
scoffed at you. Oh how 
times change.

Metro: Last Light XboX 360/Ps3/PC
The sequel to the critically acclaimed Metro 2033, this gritty first 
person shoot ‘em up thrusts you back into the decrepit subways of a 
futuristic Moscow fending for yourself against murderous fascists and 
irradiated wildlife with a scarce amount of ammunition and a dynamo-
powered flashlight that has a habit of shutting off in the darkest of 
tunnels. Not all that removed from attempting to tackle the Dubai 
Metro after chucking out time at the office on a weekday, really.

mobile games

on the horizon

LefT 4 DeaD (2008)
Xbox 360/Ps3/Pc
Known for Half-Life and Portal, it was Valve who would reboot the zombie 
game for the FPS generation. It stuck you and three mates deep within a 
zombie wasteland, where you had to survive the night and escape. Hardly 
a revolution of gameplay, except it was the most fun you could have with 
a few friends and thousands of flesh-eating monsters. 

back then

out now

games Post-APocAlyPtic shooters

➜

➜

smart Jeans
Denim designed to make getting 
at your smartphone easier
bit.ly/stuffjeans

14 / www.stuffmideast.com
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Local Content Unlimited Entertainment

Gesture

Pointing Voice

Wheel

The 2013 LG Smart TV 
is NOW available at a store near you.

www.lg.com/ae /LGGulf/LGGulf/LGGulfFanClub
*Applications & features may vary for each model & country of purchase.



stuff loves

Heroes in a half shell...
...invading our iDevices. Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles - Rooftop Run 
is based on the turtle’s adventures, 
letting you play as your favourite 
TMNT running along New York 
rooftops and unleashing your best 
ninja moves on all manner of 
enemies. Cowabunga!

Ridin’ with the homies...
...on the same BMX. 
The Impakt Sidehack is 
a BMX the likes of 
which we’ve never 
seen before. It features 
a “sidehack” which 

allows a passenger to stand 
alongside the rider for what 
promises to be a fun and possibly 
fraught journey. We can’t wait to 
try it, fortunately it will arrive in May 
for around US$395.

Not seeing ads...
...right next to our 
eyeballs. While Google 
wants to put a screen 
right in front of your 
eye with Project Glass, 

it mercifully won’t be filling that 
screen with advertising. Despite 
the big G making oodles of money 
off advertising, tucked away in the 
fine print for Google Glass is a 
condition prohibiting Glass devs 
from serving adverts. 

Getting ripped...
...through the power of 
apps. Reigning mixed 
martial arts world 
champion Georges 
St-Pierre is the face of 

a new fitness app called Touchfit. It 
aims to improve your strength, 
explosive power, endurance and 
flexibility through how-to videos, 
custom workouts, fitness tracking, 
weight tracking and by yelling at 
you to get up off the sofa, you fat 
slob! Progress is measured in real 
time and you don’t need any 
equipment, so there’s no need to 
join a gym to benefit. 

DIY keyboard 
Oh 3D printers, is there anything you can’t do?
bit.ly/printedkeyboard

Cat caller
Cat B15
US$460 | cat.com
When the assassins finally did in Grigori Rasputin, 
the ‘mad monk’, it was only after he’d been 
stabbed, poisoned, shot, shot again, stabbed again, 
and then thrown into a freezing river. Cat’s new 
Android Jelly Bean blower would survive the river 
– it’ll take a 1.8m drop and can swim for half an 
hour – and quite possibly the stabbings, thanks 
to its reinforced body and extra-thick Gorilla 
Glass 3 screen. You could pour as much poison 
on it as you like, too, because it’s a phone – just 
try not to make any calls until you’ve washed 
it. Oh, and don’t shoot it. That’s a bit much.

The wire-free,  
multiroom soundbar
Sonos Playbar
US$915 | sonos.com
Soundbars are about as sexy as Jeremy Clarkson’s underwear, and 
often sound about as impressive. But the Sonos Playbar is hoping it can 
convince you to stop listening to Top Gear through the kazoo-like 
speakers in the back of your TV. It produces thunderous, room-filling 
sound from its nine-driver array, automatically adjusting its acoustics 
whether you lie it flat in front of the TV or mount it on the wall. As well  
as beauty and brawn, the Playbar is filled with Sonos’ trademark 
multiroom brains for idiot-proof wireless streaming. All of which should 
make it one of the best soundbars… [pause, drop an octave] in the world.

Tubular belle
Korg MS-20 Mini
US$760 | korg.com
Until this month, the only way to 
get your hands on a real MS-20, 
the meaty monophonic synth 
that has lent its distinctive voice 
to everyone from Aphex Twin to 
Depeche Mode to The Fall to 
Foals, was to break into Jean-
Michel Jarre’s house. Which 
was fair enough, because Korg 
only made the MS-20 between 1978 and 1983, so for Jean-Michel to own about 
3000 of them was selfish. But this was an impractical and dangerous way to get 
your hands on the fabled synth: there’s the drive over to France, and then there’s 
the fact that Jean-Michel is heavily armed with muscial lasers. Understandably, 
most made do with clunking pretend cables into the patch bay of the iMS20, the 
US$29.99  iPad version. Happily, Korg has decided to give Jean-Michel some 
peace and everyone else some noise, with a new MS-20 that’s a shade smaller 
than the original – 86% of the size, to be precise - but contains the same 
analogue circuitry. So long, Jarre.
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On the webOur pick . Music

Phosphorescent Muchacho ★★★★★

If Matthew ‘Phosphorescent’ Houck’s 
2010 album Here’s To Taking It Easy 
was a modern country classic, his 
synth-laden follow-up could be termed 
‘countrytronica’. It’s experimental, 
expansive and personal all at once, and 
often stunningly good with it.

David Bowie The Next Day ★★★★I

First, the bad news: this is no Hunky 
Dory, or Low, or, indeed, Heroes. But 
the good news is it’s also no Earthling. 
What it is, is a mostly good, sometimes 
great album that doesn’t try too hard 
to sound contemporary and is all the 
better for it. He is 66, after all.

Devendra Banhart Mala ★★★★I

There’s no way you could ever fail to 
recognise a Devendra Banhart album; 
his tremulous warble and playful way 
with words are just too distinctive. So, 
Mala slinks along in its freaky-folky 
kind of way, Devendra does his thing 
and all is well.

Josh Ritter The Beast In Its Tracks 
★★★★★

Written in the wake of his divorce and 
shot through with searing honesty, 
unashamed nostalgia and no little 
dignity, Josh Ritter’s seventh album is 
a masterpiece of confessional 
songwriting. We’ll call it his Blood On 
The Tracks. Hyperbole intended.

…lasts all night
Native Union Switch

US$130 | nativeunion.com
The Switch might not be as sustainable as the Gramovox, 

but it’ll sustain your next beach party a lot longer. In fact, 
while most Bluetooth speakers tend to run out of juice 

around the eight-hour mark, the Switch will rock and roll 
all night, Kiss-style, clocking in at 14 hours. It’ll even share 

its capacious battery with up to two USB-powered 
devices, providing you with the tuneage to dance until 

dawn. Unless you’re living in the Arctic circle during the 
depths of winter, that is. Although if you are, it’s probably 

a bit too chilly for the beach anyway. 

Old and horny…
Gramovox
US$tba (due autumn) | gramovox.com
The most irresponsible thing about Stuff magazine is 
how we constantly show you all of this sexy new 
technology, so that you end up dissatisfied with your 
existing gadget get-up and end up chucking out perfectly 
usable gadgets simply because a newer one exists. If we 
are to survive our own machinations, we must repurpose 
every piece of tech ever made, starting with the humble 
ol’ gramophone. We should update it with Bluetooth to 
build a smartphone speaker that is responsible, attractive 
and sounds gre… oh, already done.

[ vs ]

Clockception
A giant digital clock made from 288 analogue ones

bit.ly/clockception

Clever cogs
Overdrive Robotics SmartBot
€160 | overdriverobotics.com
We’ve already seen a few telepresence bots 
that use a smartphone as their eyes and 
brain, but with the SmartBot, it’s the mind 

part that matters. Unlike previous 
phonedroids such as the Botiful and the 
Romo, the SmartBot really makes the 
most of its borrowed brain, performing 
such feats as image and speech 
recognition, orientation and navigation. 
Best of all, it’s expandable. You can buy 
attachments such as a pincer, BB gun or 
trailer, or make your own  – it has fixing 
points for Arduino and Lego.  
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Attain cleaning Nirvana
Samsung Navibot Cornerclean

US$tba (due May) | samsung.com
Most alternative rock albums in the  

’90s were about the difficulty of keeping  
one’s home clean. Sonic Youth 

addressed the subject with Dirty 
(1992) and Washing Machine 

(1995); Sebadoh’s Bubble 
and Scrape (1993) 
focussed on oven 

cleaning, while 
Pavement got very 

specific with Brighten 
the Corners (1997), in 

which they addressed 
the tricky business of 

hoovering in tight spaces. 
Happily, Samsung takes all 

of its design cues from ’90s 
alternative rock bands, and has 

created a hooverbot with pop-out 
brushes that get into tight spots. It even 

maps its terrain with a 15fps camera to 
calculate its route – wowee zowee!

On the webOur pick . blu-ray

Seven Psychopaths ★★★★I
An alcoholic and two dog thieves try to 
write a screenplay against a backdrop of 
murder and revenge. It’s a little clumsy 
and clichéd at times, but the deliciously 
random script and its darkly comic tone 
ensure it’s never less than refreshing and 
entertaining. 

The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey 
★★★★I
A hobbit goes on an adventure so epic 
that it spans three lengthy films. It 
doesn’t do much the Lord Of The Rings 
films didn’t, but it does add a welcome 
dash of fun and despite the running time 
it rarely drags.

The Master ★★★★I
A drunk and angry Joaquin Phoenix finds 
himself ensnared in the web of a cult led 
by an enigmatic Philip Seymour 
Hoffman. Powerful performances, a 
gripping plot and gorgeous 
cinematography add up to a fine film, 
though it loses steam in the third act.

Killing Them Softly ★★III
Brad Pitt plays a hitman in this neo-noir 
tale of gangsters and gambling. But 
stylish shots and occasionally snappy 
one-liners fail to balance the forgettable 
dialogue and the constant, unsubtle 
references to the economic crisis. It’s 
contemporary, you see.

Smart rocker 

1 Strum section 
Inspired by single-coil 
guitar pickups, you can 
use the strum section 
with a ‘bow’ when  
you’ve got it under your 
chin in violin mode.

2 Fretboard 
A familiarly shaped, 
pressure-sensitive set  
of ridges gives you six 
virtual frets and strings  
to play in your own, 
signature guitar style. 

3 Lap time 
Lay the INSTRUMENT 1  
flat on your lap and the 
fretboard you’ve just been 
strumming becomes a set 
of drum pads. What do you 
mean, it looks like a sitar?

2

3

Instrument panelling
Artiphon INSTRUMENT 1 
US$800 | artiphon.com 
Remember those funny-looking iPad guitars? Get a pile of 
them ready to barricade your door and shut up shop for when 
your INSTRUMENT 1 arrives. You’ll want privacy to caress this 
hardwood and bamboo multi-instrument, equip it with an 
iPhone brain and load up some core-MIDI enabled music apps. 
You’ll need peace and quiet for recording guitar, bass and 
mandolin tracks to GarageBand and blasting the 
results out through an amp. And you’ll need 
the pretenders close to hand to smash 
up when you overdose on iOS-
powered music magic made  
in Nashville, Tennessee.

How the INSTRUMENT 1 will turn you into a one-hipster band 

That’s three points
On your, er, skateboarding license
bit.ly/skatespeed

1
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Razer Kraken Pro
US$tba | razer.com

Razer has been churning out top-notch gaming kit for ages, and it’s Kraken 
headsets have been worn by gaming champions (no n00bz allowed) since the 

dawn of the Xbox 360. The faux leather ear cups make extended fragging 
sessions extra comfy, and there’s 50mm magnet drivers for spectacular sound. 

They isolate noise too, meaning there’ll be nothing to distract you from that perfect 
headshot. And because there’s nothing quite like pwning another team, Razer has 
included a fully retractable microphone that pulls out when you need it. Handy for 

giving strategic commands or even calling your mates via Skype to schedule a raid.

Sennheiser Momentum Black
US$395 | sennheiser.com

With some of the most boring gadgets in the world (printers and home 
telephones) going slimline and sexy, headphones that ‘just sound good’ aren’t 

enough for the style-conscious tech world we now live in. But Sennheiser 
knows this, which is why it’s cunningly hid these amazing-sounding cans 

beneath soft black leather and red stitched ear cups. They certainly look the 
part, and they sound it too - thanks to a high performance transducer that gives 

your music a bassy punch. The 3.5mm headphone cable also hosts an 
integrated remote and mic which make the Momentum’s iPhone friendly.

STUFF RECOMMENDS Make some noise

Release the kraken!

local stuff
this month’s best gadget news, product launches and more from around the gulf

iNCOMiNg
Monolithic gadget 
milestones for your 
socially-integrated, 
cloud-connected, 
device-independent 
personal organiser

MAY
Iron man 3
Robert and his metal suit 
are back, this time taking 
on The Mandarin and Guy 
Pearce. Expect massive 
CGI battles and lots and 
lots of AC/DC.

JUNE
E3 IS back!
The summer celebration 
of all things gaming 
returns to LA - expect to 
see the PS4 and new 
Xbox, along with a bevy 
of launch titles for both.

AUGUST
SplIntEr cEll: 
blacklISt
An older but no less 
deadly Sam Fisher must 
once again wage stealthy 
war to protect ‘Merica 
from terrorists. 

JULY
thE wolvErInE
Hugh Jackman must face 
deadly samurai steel and 
his own inner struggle 
against immortality in 
this sequal to the original 
X-Men flicks. 

FILM GAMES FILM GAME

HTC One
having earned a well-deserved five stars in our review, 
it’s almost impossible to not recommend this gorgeously designed bit 
of kit. In fact, it’s fair to say that we’ve fallen in love with the HTC One’s 
delicately machined aluminium curves (each one takes 200 minutes 
to be cut from a solid block of metal), that fantastic 4.7in full HD 
1080p screen (with an iPhone destroying 468ppi) and stereo 
speakers that wipe the floor with other mobile’s tinny cans. And 
that’s only half the story. HTC has stuffed the One full of awesome 
new software, too. It runs Sense 5 - HTC’s sleek coating for Android 
Jelly Bean - that makes navigating and multitasking a doddle. There’s 
also the all-new BlinkFeed - which replaces your home screen with all 
the information you could ever want, from friend’s status updates to 
local news, in a neat, easy-to-use format. There’s also Zoe, which 
turns your pictures into Harry Potter-
style living pictures by 
capturing extra snaps 
before and after each 
shoot. And speaking of 
cameras, the HTC One 
packs a 4MP (that isn’t a 
typo) Ultrapixel snapper. 
Don’t let the megapixels 
get you down, the HTC 
One’s camera is up 
there with the very 
best, and even better in 
low light. It’s available 
right now from all good 
gadget shops.

DiY keyboard 
oh 3D printers, is there anything you can’t do?
bit.ly/printedkeyboard
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THE OFFICIAL SMARTPHONE

What will you bring to life?

Dual frontal stereo speakers Live home screen Your gallery brought to life
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NOW ADD THESE

SamSung galaxy S4
first test

Adonit Jot Pro stylus
US$45 | amazon.com
The Galaxy S4 might lack the S Pen 
smarts of the Galaxy Note 2, but that 
shouldn’t stop you from 
creating portable 
masterpieces. The Jot Pro sets 
itself apart from the rest of the 
styli flock by offering a fine tip 
and transparent precision disc 
that improves accuracy.

Samsung S Band
US$140 | samsung.com
If you haven’t already joined the 
fitness tracker users on the well-being 
bandwagon, then it’s time you got off 
your comfy chairs 
and started moving. 
Like its rivals, the S 
Band can track steps 
and log your daily 
activity.

Galaxy Game Pad
US$130 | samsung.com
If you’re going to geek out enough to 
attach a game pad to your phone, you 
might as well go out and do it in style 
with this. Samsung’s own-made S4 
game pad will firmly 
cradle your shiny 
handset, leaving your 
fingers free to twiddle 
the joysticks.

Wireless Charging Cover
US$60 | samsung.com
Wireless charging pads have become 
more common over the past few 
years, so chances are you’ve 
got one or two lying around 
already. If that’s the case 
then a quick swap to this 
wireless charging cover is all 
you need to juice up your 
S4’s battery cable-free.

If you’re a fan of crisp fonts and vivid 
colours, you’ll love the S4’s 1080p 
Super AMOLED screen. It’s 
dazzlingly bright, with excellent 
viewing angles, and the pixels look as 
if they’re sitting on the glass. That 
screen uses up plenty of juice, but its 
2600mAh battery just about 
survives a day’s use.

The S4 is too plasticky to break any 
hearts, but it’s thin, light and 
impressively pocketable thanks to 
the slim bezels flanking its huge 5in 
screen. Plus, it’s the only 2013 
flagship with microSD expansion, a 
removable battery and an IR blaster; 
team that with its EPG widget and 
you’re in TV heaven

Despite packing ‘only’ four cores, the 
Middle East S4 handles intensive tasks 
such as Multi-Window (which runs two 
apps on screen at once) with ease. 
Similarly, our du 4G SIM made the 
browser fly. Oddly, prosaics such as the 
keyboard and gallery can lag – we’re 
hoping an imminent software update 
will fix that.

Launching with the latest version 
ofAndroid (4.2.2) is a boon, and this 
year’s TouchWiz interface skin has a 
much slicker Samsung Hub. All your info 
is front-and-centre, and although it’s 
not as fuss-free as stock Android, it has 
useful widgets such as the TripAdvisor-
powered S Travel.

US$710 | samsung.com

The sequel to the Stuff Award-winning 
Galaxy S III is here, packing a 5in 1080p 
screen and otherworldly no-touch-needed 
tech. Sophie Charara finds out if it’s enough 
to see off Android’s new heroes... 
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samsung galaxy s4

2518

tech specs: samsung galaxy s4

BIG BLOWER IS WATCHING YOU

HTC One The first hour

HTC One
US$700 | htc.com

69.8mm 7.9mm
136.6m

m

130g

00 00 00 0000 00 00 600001

Stuff SayS HHHHH

Big, smart and sensor-packed, 
the S4 is an eye-widening slab 
of future tech

Display 5in, 1080x1920 (441ppi)
Os Android 4.2.2 with TouchWiz
processor Quad-core Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 600 @ 1.9GHz 
storage 16/32/ 64GB (+ microSD up to 4GB)
Ram 2GB
camera 13MP, 1080p (rear); 2MP, 1080p front) 
connectivity Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0, 3G, 4G, 
IR, NFC, MHL 2.0 
Battery 2600mAh

> Air Gesture
The S4’s extra-sensitive screen enables you 
to swipe web pages and images, and switch 
tabs, simply by gesturing above it. It’s neat, 
and with practice, reliable; it could even 
occasionally be useful (while cooking, say).

> Air View
More subtle for the commute is one of our 
favourite tricks, Air View. 
Borrowed from the Note 2, 
the sensor tracks you 
hovering over video 
timelines, emails and 
gallery folders to see mini 
previews or magnify web 
pages. It works well up to 
about 2-3cm away.

> Smart Screen
Samsung’s eye-tracking tech wins the 
Most Likely To Come In 
Useful award, but in use it’s 
hit and miss. Hands-free 
page scrolling is like magic… 
if you have the time to wait 
for it to notice your peepers. 
Smart Pause works about 
50% of the time, stalling 
vids if you turn away. 

> S Health
Pedometer apps may be ten-a-penny, but 
the feature-packed S 
Health is well worth having 
all the same. There’s a 
health board for goals, plus 
snack-tracking, 
temperature and humidity 
sensors and step-counting 
tools. This is one health-
conscious smartphone.

Ah no,  
way more 

screen  
here

New cam 
interface  

is awesome

Sorry  
Eraser Shot.  
I saw people 

moving

And the 
camera  
is pretty 

good, too

Battery  
life is  
solid

Except it 
doesn’t really 
work. Back to 

prodding

No hands 
needed 

thanks to 
AirView...

Wish the 
speakers 

were front-
facing

Good lens 
flare on  
the lock 
screen

Hold up.  
This is  

the S4,  
right?

If you’re impatient for the future, the smart, nearly 
touch-free S4 could be your dream handset. But 
it’s not quite sexy enough to stop us 
reaching for the HTC One though: 
you’ll find excuses to stroke that all-
aluminium beauty. We’d choose the 
HTC’s screen too, it’s smaller despite 
hte One being bigger than the S4.  
You also get a smoother Jelly Bean 
experience. 
Stuff says ★★★★★

The 13MP rear and 2MP front cameras 
are among the best we’ve used. 
Colours are accurate and detail is 
phenomenal for a smartphone. It’s also 
up there with the best in low light, and 
packs in fun features such as Dual 
Shot, which mixes front and rear shots 
in one. A gimmick? Yes, but a good one. 
Full HD video is silky and crisp. 



If we gave you a wireless wind-up phone and 
told you to call your mum, you’d probably think 
we’d gone a bit mad (and you’d be right). But if 
we gave you an old-school camera chocked-
full of top-notch camera smarts, we imagine 
you’d thank us. Especially if that camera was 
Fujifilm’s retro-tastic X20. 

It looks like a prop from the set of Mad Men, 
but this X20 actually packs some very 
futuristic camera smarts inside its retro-
styled body. Its compact point-and-shoot 
frame snaps with a bigger and much-
improved 2/3in sensor and is set to replace 

the existing X10 (a camera which we dearly 
loved, as you’ll see on p85). Hold the cam up 
to your eye and you’ll be staring into an 
amazing hybrid viewfinder. The optical view 
is overlaid with a futuristic heads-up display, 
giving you all sorts of useful info like aperture 
and ISO settings. And when you snap a shot, 
the view is entirely replaced by the LCD 
showing you the shot you’ve just taken. 
Brilliant. 

How to win
For a chance to win a Fujifilm X20, head to 
stuffmideast.com and correctly answer 
this question:

What makes the Fujifilm X20 better than  
the rest? 
A   Painted black 
B   Hybrid-viewfinder 
C   It came from the 1950s

Prize courtesy of Fujifilm Middle East

This retro-tastic snapper celebrates 1950s style with today’s top-notch camera tech

Win US$2000 worth of prizes!
This month we’re giving you the chance to win a retro-styled Fuji 

snapper, a WD My Book Hard Drive, a frag-friendly 
Razer Sabertooth controller and StarCraft II...

COMPETITIONS

/competition

Terms & conditions
For full terms and conditions see:  
www.stuffmideast.com/legal-bits

wIN!FUJIFILM X20
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/competition

This smart hard drive makes all others look like fat, bumbling fools

wIN!WD MY BOOK LIVE

This button-laden Xbox controller will soon become your best fragging friend

wIN!RAZER SABERTOOTH

All your base are belong to us thanks to this awesome collectors edition

wIN!STARCRAFT II: HEART OF THE SWARM

Keeping your valuable data safe from some nasty 
computer spasm that wipes it back to a line of useless 
code is very sensible. And if you’re going to back up, 
you may as well do it with a hard drive that makes it as 
easy as possible.  

That’s where the My Book Live comes in. It lets you 
create your own personal cloud, without the monthly 
fees and mysterious location of your data. It lets you 
transfer files from your laptop, tablet, mobile, even 
your games console, before giving you access to that 
content anywhere with an internet connection, or via 
handy WD 2GO and WD Photos apps.

Looking to hone your fragging skills? Tired of being 
pwned by n00bz who are barely old-enough to be in 
high school? Then wrap your gaming nubs around this...

The Sabertooth gives you loads of extra buttons 
and triggers, which can be reassigned - giving gamers 
the ability to reload, hump and throw grenades without 
having to waste precious seconds off the analogue 
sticks.There’s an OLED screen too, for easy profile 
switching and button reassigning, and even sensitivity 
settings to make getting those headshots easier than 
ever. It comes with a detachable tangle-free cable and 
a sleek black rubber finish. This is the ultimate tool for 
gamers looking for a little extra grunt.

We’re pretty good gamers here at Stuff (what, don’t 
believe us? We’ll take you all on!) but there’s a few 
gaming commandments we’d never break. First, 
never play as Luigi. Second, always play zombie 
games in the dark. And finally, don’t play Starcraft 
against a Korean...

This right here is the mother-load for any Protoss, 
Terran or Zerg fans. This massive collectors edition is 
chock-full of exclusive extra goodies, including a 2 
disc behind the scenes Blu-ray set, art book, 
soundtrack and even a swanky Zerg Rush-themed 
mousepad to get your wrist in the mood for pwning.

How to win
For a chance to win a Razer Sabertooth 
controller, head to stuffmideast.com and 
correctly answer this question:

How does the Razer Sabertooth Xbox 
controller make you a better fragger? 
A   You can reassign the buttons 
B   There’s an OLED screen 
C   It lights up green

Prize courtesy of Razer Middle East

How to win
For a chance to win a WD My Book Live 
head to stuffmideast.com and correctly 
answer this question:

What makes the WD My Book Live 
smarter than other hard drives? 
A   Creates a personal cloud 
B   Will store movies and pictures 
C   It’s black

Prize courtesy of WD Middle East

How to win
For a chance to win a StarCraft II: Heart 
of the Swarm Collectors Edition, head to 
stuffmideast.com and correctly answer 
this question:

What race does Starcraft II: Heart of the 
Swarm’s single-player focus on? 
A   The Zerg 
B   The Smurfs 
C   The Muppets

Prize courtesy of Blizzard Middle East
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Sony’s SmartWatch 
(US$140, sonymobile.com) 
hooks up to your Android 
phone and uses a square 
OLED touchscreen to control 
tunes, tell you who’s calling 
and display your Twitter feed.  
We reckon Apple’s iWatch  
will follow a similar route, 
providing companionship  
for your iPhone.

/smartwatches

Apple didn’t invent the smartphone.  
Nor was it first to concoct the concept  
of a tablet computer. What it did was take 
two existing gadget categories, redefine 
their core purpose and focus on fulfilling 
those roles as cleverly and elegantly as 
possible. The approach paid off, and then 
some. Similarly, while smartwatches have 
existed for decades, only now are they 
coming of age. So with Apple’s effort 
strongly rumoured to land by the end of  
the year, we’ve gathered the cream of the 
current crop and spoken to the experts for 
inspiration as to how a truly revolutionary 
smartwatch would work, and what it would 
do. Educated guesswork, then, but all of  
it based around a kernel of certainty: it’s  
not about telling the time…

 SmArTWATchES 
the time is Now

Words Tom Wiggins  
Model pictures David Venni
Art direction Ross Presly 
Stylist Charlotte Adsett
Hair and makeup Michelle Marsh
Model Annie at Milk Management 
Clothing Blue swimsuit, Asos.com
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Pebble
US$150 | getpebble.com
While it hooks up to your phone to deliver notifications in 
the same way as the Cookoo, the Pebble will soon allow 
you to install apps directly on to the watch via an app store.

Inspired by Cookoo 
Sci-fi sold us the concept of wearing videophones 
on our wrists. Not likely. Today’s smartwatches 
are all about serving as a conduit to your phone 

how the Cookoo works
The Cookoo uses low-power 
Bluetooth 4.0 to connect to your 
iPhone, which is where the brains 
of the operation are. The watch 
itself is little more than a receiver 
ready to pick up and display 
notifications sent out by the 
phone every time a call comes  
in, a reminder pops up or your 
battery level is getting low.

what it means for the iwatch
Bluetooth 4.0 is the obvious 
choice for a smartwatch; it’s so 
low-power the Cookoo has a 
replaceable, non-rechargeable 
battery. Chuck Sabin, director  
of product management and 
planning at trade association the 
Bluetooth SIG says: “For anything 
with an always-on nature, that is 
frequently monitoring data, you 
want a low-power capability for 
dealing with small spurts of 
information.” Bluetooth 4.0 can 
stream at up to 25Mbps – that’s 
ample bandwidth for the iWatch.

how the Cookoo works 
Aside from alerting you to 
phone-based activity with a 
beep and a rumble, the Cookoo’s 
Command button is linked to your 
phone’s GPS, meaning it can be 
used to check in on Facebook or 
drop a pin on a map at your 
current location. You can even 
tinker with the button’s 
functionality via the app.

what it means for the iwatch
David Fisher, of design studio 
FISH&Co, has had a hand in the 
development of wearable tech 
designs for Nokia in the past. He 
says: “It’s about passive control 
and monitoring. It’ll be more like a 
wrist tablet for navigation, social 
media and checking your email. 
You’re not going to watch 
YouTube videos on your wrist, 
but it could be used for 
complementary content to 
whatever app is running on your 
phone – a bit like the second 
screen of tablet and telly.”

how the Cookoo works
The Cookoo’s Command button 
can also be used to fire the 
shutter on your phone’s camera, 
which is especially handy if you 
like taking pictures of yourself 
playing with your watch. More 
functions can be added by 
Cookoo via an update to the  
app, with music control first  
on the company’s to-do list.

what it means for the iwatch
Any control of your phone is likely 
to rely on a conversation with Siri 
– and it wouldn’t be the first 
watch to use voice control. 
“Martian already makes watches 
that have implemented 
hands-free calling and voice 
commands using a combination 
of Bluetooth 4.0 and 2.1, so even 
those kinds of capabilities are 
available through a watch,” says 
Sabin. “Those functions are 
essentially streaming audio and 
the requirements for that are 
very different [to notifications].”

With its combination 
of analogue face  

and digital display,  
you could be forgiven  

for mistaking the 
Cookoo (US$130, 

cookoowatch.com) for 
a normal watch. But 

hook it up to your 
iPhone and its extra 

skills will start to 
reveal themselves as 
subtle on-face icons.

your phoNe’s best frieNd

CoNNeCtivity

morE INSpIrATIoN...

NotifiCAtioNs remote CoNtrol

ThE iWATch WIll bE...

Clothing  
Neon yellow dress,  

Forever Unique
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Larklife
US$150 | lark.com
This Fitbit-style band lives on your wrist, quietly monitoring 
your daily activity and sleep, with feedback and tailored 
tips on exercises and diet delivered to you via an iOS app.

Inspired by leikr 
If it’s on your wrist all day it might as well pay 
attention to what you’re doing. Any smartwatch 
worth your time should also be a personal trainer

how the leikr works
The Leikr’s built-in GPS uses 
OpenStreetMaps stored on the 
watch itself. The free, full-colour 
maps are kept up to date by 
users, with Leikr owners 
choosing which maps to load to 
the 8GB memory. Rather than for 
finding a nearby cafe they’re for 
helping to keep you on track while 
running or cycling. 

what it means for the iwatch
If Apple’s own smartwatch is to 
be an extension of your iPhone 
it’s unlikely to have power-
draining GPS built-in (the Leikr’s 
battery only lasts six hours when 
tracking is active, compared to  
24 hours with it turned off). It’s 
more likely to use the phone’s 
sat-nav and the Apple Maps app, 
with just the turn-by-turn 
directions delivered to the watch 
face via Bluetooth. Here’s hoping 
there’ll be a Google Maps app as 
well, or we could end up running a 
lot further than intended...

how the leikr works
With its own Wi-Fi connection 
the Leikr connects wirelessly to 
your router in order to download 
regimes and routes from your 
online Leikr profile, which picks 
them based on your fitness level. 
It also works with activity 
tracking software Endomondo, 
allowing you to upload run data to 
the website when you get home.

what it means for the iwatch
Let’s look at the evidence. With 
Nike+ functionality built into the 
iPod Nano, plus apps available  
for the iPhone and iPod Touch,  
the motivational training tech 
seems a shoo-in for the iWatch. 
Combined with a connected 
iThing to play music while you run 
it’d make a formidable training 
partner, especially if you could 
trigger your PowerSong via the 
watch’s touchscreen. Exercise 
data could then be uploaded via 
the phone, so it wouldn’t put a 
dent in the watch’s battery life. 

how the leikr works
A 2in Gorilla Glass-covered 
screen shows real-time feedback 
as you run, including distance, 
pace, calories burned and, if you 
have an ANT+ chest strap, your 
heart rate. Support for bicycle 
cadence sensors and power 
meters is also onboard but won’t 
be enabled until after launch.

what it means for the iwatch
In tandem with an updated Nike+ 
app, the iWatch could display a 
feed showing your run duration, 
distance and number of calories 
burned. Built-in biometric and 
motion sensors would also allow 
for Nike Fuel compatibility, 
periodically sending info from the 
watch to the app running on your 
phone, turning it into an all-in-one 
health-monitoring system. “If you 
look at the way alcohol and 
cigarettes are taxed, this kind of 
thing is going to become almost 
compulsory,” says Fisher.

v

The Leikr (US$450, 
leikr.com) is the only 
watch on this list that 
works as a standalone 
gadget. It forgoes 
notifications and phone 
control, using its own 
GPS to provide you 
with a slim, water-
resistant training pal. 
Motorola’s MotoACTV 
and Nike’s Sportwatch 
also work this way.

ThE iWATch WIll bE...

A heAlth & fitNess guru

gps & mAppiNg

morE INSpIrATIoN...

syNC & shAriNg workouts & 
heAlth

Clothing Red dress,  
Goddiva.co.uk
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CST-01
from US$110 | centralstandardtiming.com
If Apple went futuristic with its design, it could look like 
this. A recent Kickstarter project, the CST-01 uses an e-ink 
screen and a Micro-Energy Cell that charges in 10 minutes.

Inspired by Citizen proximity 
What will the iWatch look like? perhaps it’ll run on 
unicorn tears and affix itself via gravity. perhaps. 
only Jony Ive really knows, but we can take a punt

how the proximity works
At first glance Citizen’s Proximity 
looks like any other watch. In  
fact, at second glance it looks  
like any other watch. Rather than 
a Cookoo-style screen, it uses  
a subdial to point towards parts  
of the face that correspond to 
different alerts. It’s also water 
resistant to 100m. 

how the iwatch might work
“They’ll probably use magnets 
and do something clever with the 
strap,” says Fisher. While Apple is 
rumoured to be working on a 
curved glass screen, Kristzian 
Flautner, vice president of R&D at 
ARM, thinks what’s underneath is 
most important. “A good product 
would invest time into reducing 
how often you have the backlight 
on, or use reflective technology 
and not have one. There’s colour 
E Ink, or dense, monochrome 
displays that are almost Retina 
resolution.” We think Apple will go 
colour – apps look better that way.

how the proximity works 
The Proximity is part of Citizen’s 
Eco-Drive range, so despite all the 
inner wizardry it doesn’t need 
charging. The face absorbs light 
and a solar cell converts it into 
energy to keep the watch ticking. 
It works using artificial light as 
well, so you won’t be missing any 
meetings just because it’s cloudy.

how the iwatch might work
“If you do enough engineering,  
it’s probably feasible to make the 
battery powering an M-class ARM 
chip (such as the one used in the 
Pebble) last up to a month, but it’s 
very case dependent. If you use 
GPS tracking and a lot of screen 
updates then maybe not,” says 
Flautner. “Most people who wear 
a watch never have to wind it,” 
adds Fisher, meaning battery life 
will be key for a smartwatch. “You 
don’t want to charge them every 
night, you must break that cycle.” 
One way or another, charging up 
your smartwatch seems likely.

how the proximity works 
We probably don’t need to explain 
how to tell the time, but here’s a 
hint: it’s to do with those rotating 
hands on the front. The Proximity 
uses Bluetooth to connect to your 
phone, synchronising the time 
and date, plus there’s a 60-minute 
chronograph should your phone’s 
stopwatch seem a bit modern.

how the iwatch might work
You might wear it on your wrist 
but the iWatch should redefine 
the role of the humble timepiece. 
“It’s not about telling the time,” 
says Fisher. “It’s like the iPhone 
– that’s not really a phone, is it? 
They use phone because that’s 
a paradigm people understand. 
This is a test for Apple to develop 
self-dependable, ‘lower-calorie’ 
technologies that rely upon very 
little to perform because they’re 
piggybacking the ‘engines’ that 
are in the cloud.” We agree, but if 
we don’t get some nice-looking 
iWatchfaces, we’ll eat our Rolexes.

The Citizen  
Proximity (US$610 
citizenwatch.com) 

hooks up to your 
phone via Bluetooth to 

deliver subtle call, 
email and calendar 

alerts to your wrist.  
It also warns you if  

you stray too far from 
your phone and can 

even make it ring if it 
goes missing. 

ThE iWATch WIll bE...

drop-deAd desirAble

look & feel

morE INSpIrATIoN…

power & bAttery time

/ smartwatches

Clothing Green dress, 
Goddiva.co.uk
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miCro Chips

double-loCk

A very siri ideA

tAp oN the wrist

show the wAy

AN Apple A dAy…

STuff DESIgN lAb

how we’d mAke AN iwAtCh

According to ARM, a tiny power- 
saving M-class chip such as the 
Pebble’s Cortex-M3 is capable  
of running at ‘hundreds of MHz’, 
meaning it could power a hi-res 
screen – it just depends how you 
organise the software. In order  
to smoothly run the iWatch’s 
rumoured cut-down iOS, it’s likely 
that the device will require a little 
more grunt. But if the sixth-gen 
iPod Nano managed it…

Considering NFC has so far failed 
to take off, Apple’s refusal to 
adopt it hasn’t proved to be a 
major tragedy. But on a watch it 
would be genuinely useful for 
payments, data sharing (send a 
vCard with a tap, say), ticketing 
and more. The idea that you could 
keep your phone in your pocket 
to do anything on the go that 
doesn’t require its bigger screen 
is a compelling one for us lazy lot.

Voice control via the connected 
iPhone’s Siri would turn the 
iWatch into a personal oracle 
without compromising its design.  
There’s plenty of screen space to 
retrieve answers such as ‘what 
am I doing on Thursday?’, ‘how 
many calories have I burned?’ or 
‘what’s the land-speed velocity 
of an unladen swallow?’ As for 
built-in FaceTime video calling… 
we’ll pass. It ain’t gonna happen.

NFC or similar contactless tech 
would also be used for two-step 
security, providing the wearer 
with a unique identifier requiring 
both the watch and a password 
for important stuff such as online 
banking. In a world where 
passwords are no longer enough 
to keep the baddies out, this 
could prove invaluable. Although  
it probably won’t be able to stop 
you from crazy eBaying.

The opportunity to use a 
smartwatch for navigation 
purposes is surely a no-brainer. 
We’d like to see GPS directions 
delivered to the display and  
a bike mode that swaps visual 
indicators for vibrations – once 
for left, twice for right – so you 
can keep the iWatch on your wrist 
as you ride, rather than having to 
affix it to your handlebars. We’d 
also like Google Maps to work…

Having a device that is constantly 
in touch with your skin opens up 
all kinds of health-monitoring 
possibilities. Alongside Nike+ and 
Fuel integration, our iWatch would 
measure your body’s temperature 
and perspiration to gauge your 
calorific intake and expenditure. It 
would integrate with apps that tell 
you what to eat and it’d even play 
you Enya when you get stressed. 
Actually, scratch that last one.

You’ve seen the competition, so now it’s time  
to wind things up and throw together a wishlist 
for Apple’s chronometer of the future. This is what 
we’re hoping to get from a cupertino timepiece

stuff sAys The iWatch is Apple’s chance to prove 
it can still innovate and amaze. It could even make 
the iphone essential again. Expect great things.
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To save battery life and 
simplify installation, we think 
the iWatch will rely on your 
iPhone’s OS to run cut-down 
apps and Bluetooth their 
interfaces to the smaller 
screen. The possibilities are 
endless: control Spotify;  
start and stop Strava fitness 
tracking; surreptitiously 
check the footy scores…

Apple’s design credo suggests 
the iWatch will be made from 
aluminium and GT sapphire 
crystal. Size is crucial: too big 
and it’ll feel conspicuous; too 
small and you’ll need pins for 
fingers. A usable 1.8in screen 
and Pebble-besting 200mAh 
battery would give  
a chunkily masculine case 
around 35mm square .

A square display would 
provide the best combo of 
ergonomics and usable 
screen estate. Ideally, it’d be 
an IPS Retina Display, but as 
Flautner says, “If you go for a 
high resolution with that kind 
of tech, it’ll cost you battery 
life.” So, a reflective display 
that’s readable with or without 
backlight, like the Leikr’s. 

Neither kinetic nor solar 
power will yield the juice 
needed to keep it going for 
the five days Apple is said to 
want. A Lightning port would 
prevent water resistance, 
while a Nike Fuel-style  
USB bracelet would kill 
customisation. We’d opt  
for wireless charging: 
convenient, waterproof, and 
Apple could sell pricey straps.

A button on either side (and 
an accelerometer inside) 
would allow you to wear the 
iWatch either way up, with 
one used to turn it on and off, 
and another to return to the 
home screen, iOS-style.  
A swipe across the face would 
take you from the time to your 
apps, while holding the ‘home’ 
button would activate Siri. 
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Apple and google aren’t the only gadget 
gargantuans surfing the wearable tech wave  
– everyone’s getting in on the gadget garment 
revolution. bring on the home cinema balaclava

us$150 | getmyo.com
While Leap Motion already 
utilises gesture recognition 
to control a computer, the 
Myo armband picks up on 
electrical signals sent by 
your muscles and turns 
them into onscreen 
movements. If you thought 
using Kinect for Lightsaber 
battles was good, wait until 
you use this to unleash 
Palpatine-style Force 
lightning on any Jedi out to 
foil your imperial ambitions.

€150 | o-synce.com
The Screeneye X combines 
a head-up display that 
shows your training stats 
with the ever-fashionable 
golf visor, so O-Synce can’t 
have any Glass-style 
worries about people not 
wanting to wear it. Well,  
so long as they’re golfers.  
It does have the worst 
name in gadgetry since the 
Ubanana uCan underwater 
MP3 player, though.

us$130 | jawbone.com
This is Jawbone’s second 
crack at producing a 
life-tracking wristband that 
records your sleep patterns 
to help optimise your 
night-time rest, monitors 
your movements and warns 
you when you’ve been 
sitting on your behind for too 
long (who, us?). If you fancy 
40 winks (or torturing 
yourself), the Up’s Power 
Nap alarm will wake you up 
before you enter deep sleep.

us$70 | sticknfind.com
Why should humans have 
all the fun when it comes  
to wearable tech anyway? 
Stick-N-Find’s GPS token 
can be attached to pretty 
much anything (your dog 
Stanley, for example), 
giving you the opportunity 
to keep track of little Stan 
via a Google Map accessed 
using the companion app. 
No more Homeward Bound 
movies, hooray!

Smartwatch
By Tom Wiggins
The day I got my first mobile 
phone was the day I stopped 
wearing a watch; it had 
become redundant. But a 
watch that augments my 
phone with music controls 

and live football scores and makes it less of a 
mugging magnet by diverting GPS directions  
to somewhere more convenient? That gets my 
wrist itching (but some cream should sort that 
out). More importantly, it won’t make me look 
like a hipster Robocop – just an off-duty Dick 
Tracy. And considering I’ve taken to wearing 
a bright yellow trenchcoat and matching fedora 
to work, that’s not a problem at all.

Google Glass
By Mark Wilson
Smartwatches might have 
seemed futuristic in the ’40s, 
but times have changed. Is a 
glorified smartphone remote 
the best piece of wearable 
tech 2013 can manage? No, 

it’s Google Glass and its ability to put the internet 
in your eyes. That doesn’t mean 24-hour nerd 
goggles and a spot on everyone’s social blacklist. 
No, the promise is internet-augmented vision, 
as and when you need it. Smart specs sit in your 
pocket like 21st-century sunglasses, ready when 
needed to overlay your vision with traffic info or 
act as a voice-activated camera. An iOS watch? 
Delightfully quaint, but the future is ocular.

/ smartwatches

the future is weArAble

myo o-syNCe 
sCreeNeye X

JAwboNe up stiCk-N-fiNd 
blutrACker

glAsses or 
wAtCh WhIch 
WEArAblE TEch 
WoulD You 
rAThEr DoN?
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HTC’s stellar new smartphone 
gives you a blend of Full HD screen 
goodness, oodles of quad-core 
power and an UltraPixel camera. 
Here’s what you need to know 
about this stunning smartphone.

THE ONE YOU’VE 
BEEN WAITING FOR
With a sleek aluminium 

body, a live home screen, 
a photo gallery that comes to 
life, and dual stereo speakers 
(oh, and did we mention that 
gorgeous Full HD screen?) the 
new HTC One will reshape 
your smartphone experience. Here comes tHe boom

Most smartphones sound like a mouse trapped 
in a tin can, not the HTC One. Thanks to its dual 
BoomSound stereo speakers powered by Beats 
Audio technology, it gives you bigger, better sound 
with less distortion and more detail.

sHow off
The HTC One is built from one solid block of 
aluminium, giving it a full metal body with zero 
gaps while the diamond-cut tapered edges give 
you a slim but satisfying grip. This is definitely a 
phone you’ll want to show your mates.

blink and you won’t miss it
HTC has transformed its home screen into 
something more, something better. BlinkFeed 
puts the world in the palm of your hand, letting 
you pick from social networks, news and 
entertainment feeds and streaming them live to 
your home screen.

ultra snaps
The Ultrapixel camera is built to capture 300 per 
cent more light than traditional snappers, making 
for better shots at night. And with Facebook baked 
into Sense 5, uploading and tagging your mates 
has never been easier. 

moving pictures
HTC Zoe makes your boring old static pictures 
come alive. It takes three seconds of video per 
image, some frames before you hit the shutter 
and some after. The result? Your entire photo 
album becomes a living gallery of your friends.
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Through the ages…

Zombie games
You’re on an island infested by shambling, brain-dead monsters. Yes, 
you’re on a reality TV show. Or you’re playing Dead Island: Riptide
Although zombies have been a film 
and comic-book staple since the 
early ’70s, it’s only in the past 15 
years that they’ve really infected 
the gaming world. Sure, there were 
zombie games in the ’80s and early 
’90s, but the graphical limitations of 

early consoles prevented their 
spread. After all, the terror inspired 
by a lurching, brain-hungry member 
of the undead was reduced 
somewhat if said zombie looked 
more like a lego man with a few red 
blocks for a face. That’s no longer 

the case, and brain-munchers are 
now big business. So, with Dead 
Island: Riptide due to pitch the 
hordes into an open-world 
environment next month, join us as 
we take a look back at the evolution 
of the zombie game. Braaaaains!

Zombie Zombie
ZX Spectrum
Springing from the mind of Brit 
legend Sandy White, the first 
decent zombie game was set in an 
isometric 3D world straight out of 
his hugely influential Ant Attack. 
Rather unfairly, your character 
had no weapon with which to kill 
the undead – represented here 
by red splodges – instead having 
to lure them to their death off high 
buildings. Well, isometric blocks.

1984

House of the Dead
Arcade 
House of the Dead’s seminal 
on-rails light gunning left us 
frantic and penniless while 
‘Shoot outside the screen to 
reload’ became a mantra for 
obsessive arcade gamers the 
world over. Perhaps better still 
was 1999’s Typing of the Dead,  
a mod of HoTD2 which rewarded 
gamers’ QWERTY skills, instead 
of their trigger fingers.

Alone in the Dark
PC

This survival-horror classic 
solidified the genre and introduced 
the zombie as a rare but terrifying 
force: the shambling undead were 
creatures to be avoided, rather 
than killed, as you made your way 
around the flesh-creeping 
Derceto Mansion. Which was 
probably just as well, as the 
blocky green zombies had about 
ten polygons between them.

Resident Evil
PlayStation, Sega Saturn, PC

One of the most influential games 
ever, the first Resident Evil codified 
the laws of the third-person 
splatter-’em-
up, taking the 
Alone In The 
Dark template 
and adding 
more gore, 
harder puzzles, 
a bigger 
gameworld, and 
set pieces so 
scary you could 
give them horns 
and call them 
Satan. It 
spawned 

numerous sequels – one of which, 
RE4, is considered to be among the 
greatest games ever – plus a film 
franchise, books, comics and more. 
But for sheer nerve-shredding 
terror, nothing beats the original. 

Carmageddon
PC, PS, N64

The ultra-violent squoosh-the-
pedestrians racer didn’t impress 
the censors, so Carmageddon’s 
UK release swapped your regular 
everyday commuter for green-
blooded zombies. Which made it 
even better. Great work, censors! 
Sadly, it was re-released with the 
human sprites reinstated, a trend 
that’s been continued in the 
Android and iOS ports. Shame.
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the 
missing 
links
And five dead good games 
which just missed the cut

1986
Zombi
Amstrad
Slavishly beholden 
to George A 
Romero’s classic 
undead-in-a-shopping-mall flick  
Dawn Of The Dead, Zombi was a clever 
icon-based adventure that played 
rather better than it looked. It was also 
Ubisoft’s first game, fact fans.

1992
Wolfenstein 
3D
DOS
Not a zombie game 
as such, but it’s got 
zombies in it. Plus, they’re Nazi zombies, 
which makes them even more evil than 
your average brain-sucking corpse.  
A huge influence on the fledgling FPS 
genre, its creators next made Doom.

2004
Half-Life 2
PC, PS2, Xbox
Again, not technically 
a zombie game – but 
try telling youself 
that as you stumble through the dark, 
creepy streets of Ravenholm. The best 
level in the best game ever, it’s populated 
by creatures who moan, shamble and try 
to kill you. So let’s call them zombies.

2006
Dead Rising
PC
Much like rising 
damp, there’s not 
much to do with the 
dead rising other than gut ’em and start 
over. In this sandbox zombiethon you 
had 72 hours in an infested shopping 
mall and could turn lawn mowers, paint 
tins or shower heads into weapons. 

2012
Zombies, Run!
iOS, Android, WP7/8
If a zombie game 
does its job you’ll 
spend your time 
sprinting from ravening creatures with 
more interest in your brains than the 
average university. Zombies, Run! is a 
fitness app that does the same in the 
real world. The sound of a zombie at 
your heels does wonders for your speed.

Left 4 Dead
PC, Mac, Xbox 360

The game which breathed 
undead life into co-op gameplay, 
L4D threw you and three mates 
into a sea of zombies with only 
each other to rely on. And the 
recently risen weren’t just your 
regular shufflers: no, you also  
got the exploding Boomers, the 
multi-tongued Smokers – and 
best not think about the eerie, 
sobbing, very deadly Witch…

Plants vs. Zombies
PC, PS, XBox, DS, mobile

PopCap’s floral twist on the 
tower defense game set the 
legions of the undead against 
some resilient and surprisingly 
destructive plantlife. Cute,  
slick, but addictively challenging,  
Plants vs. Zombies’ tactical 
gameplay meant that even the 
least casual of gamers found 
their brains tested. All the more 
reason to hang on to them…

DayZ
PC

A free mod for soldier sim Arma II, 
this multiplayer open-world title 
may look like a standard shooter 
but it’s a tense, desperate fight 
where death is permanent and 
you’re always in need of food, 
water and medicine – zombies 
come later. They come, that is,  
if you’re not killed first by a fellow 
gamer in need of supplies. A full 
version is due out later this year.

Stubbs the 
Zombie in Rebel 
Without a Pulse
PC, Xbox, Mac
Sometimes, it’s good to play 
as the baddie – in this case 
Stubbs, the behatted undead 
with a thirst for brains and his 
lady love. You roam around  
a 1950s ‘future city’, flinging 
your exploding entrails at 
civilians and sending your 
ever-growing zombie army 
into harm’s way. Stylish, 
original and almost always 
hilarious – right down to the 
Thriller-style dance-off boss 
fight, set to a grubby rock 
cover of Mister Sandman.

The Walking Dead
iOS, Mac, PC, PS3, Xbox 360
You might not think the 
undead would fit nicely into 
the sedate world of the point-
and-click adventure, but like  
a zombie with its head rent 
asunder, The Walking Dead is 
a creature apart. As in the 
superb comic/TV series, it 
takes place in a zombified USA 
where the moaning hordes 
are only half as terrifying as 
your fellow survivors. It’s more 
of an interactive novel than a 
game, and moments of true 
terror are few, but it’s so well 
written that it will stay with 
you long after it’s over. Brilliant.

2005

200820092012

2012
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The Pursuit of 
Perfect Sound
At Sennheiser we are 
fascinated by sound. Our 
passion and desire for the best 
possible sound is shared by 
you. This summer whatever 
your ears desire, whether 
mobile music & calls, travel in 
style, wireless home audio, or 
the latest in lifestyle or sports 
headphones, indulge them 
with Sennheiser.

Travel Style 
MM 550x 
1799 AED

Silence is golden. Our top of 
the range travel headphones 
feature NoiseGard (TM) active 
noise cancelling, track & 
volume control and CD-quality 
audio, wirelessly.

Home  
Wireless 
RS 170 
999 AED

Enjoy your favourite movies & 
music without disturbance, the 
RS 170 feature Kleer technology 
allowing uncompressed digital 
wireless audio for outstanding 
sound quality.

Bluetooth Noise 
Cancelling 
VMX 200 
499 AED

Elegant 
design and 
easy to use, the VMX 
200 features VoiceMax (TM) 
noise cancelling technology 
for crystal-clear calls, 10 day 
stand-by time, and the latest 
bluetooth 3.0 technology.

Momentum 
1,499 AED

Combining luxury 
materials and 
Sennheiser’s 

legendary sound 
quality, MOMENTUM 

are the ultimate 
lifestyle headphones. 
Featuring soft, supple 
leather earcups, metal 

headband and a rich, detailed 
sound, these are headphones that 
truly sound as good as they look.

Sports Range 
From 299 AED

On the track or in the gym, 
wherever you train let 

Sennheiser provide the beat 
that keeps you going.

All our Adidas sports range 
models feature water- 

and sweat-proof designs, 
reinforced cables, and 

ergonomic design tested by 
professional athletes.

Mobile  
Music  

& Calls 
CX 275s 
299 AED

New for 2013, the 
CX 275s has a noise-

isolating, in-ear design 
and a universally 

compatible smart 
remote with microphone 
for music and call control 

on the move, whatever 
smartphone you use.

years
 warranty

Jahre Garantie
ans de garantie



I’ve heard of Kickstarter. 
What is it again?
It’s a site that crowdfunds new 
ideas. Instead of putting on a suit 
and pitching them to Dragons’ Den, 
start-ups and entrepreneurs 
present their inventions to the 
general public with a funding 
‘target’. If enough people stick in 
the cash, there’s enough money in 
the pot to start getting it made. 

So it’s where millionaires throw 
their spare change?
Nope. Most projects have targets 
under US$10,000, and the tiered 
system means everyone can 
pledge according to their budget. 
The big earners come from the 
tech world, where punters like us 
are keen to fund innovation. 
Hobbyists like the way it reinvents 
classic hardware and games too.

What’s in it for me if I pledge 
some of my hard-earned?  
Often you can chip in as little as 
one dollar for a thank you message 
or credit, but the more money 
pledged, the bigger the rewards. 
Pledging more usually means 
getting hold of your product first or 
even receiving a prototype. Big-
money types gain access to the 
makers and more.

What’s this ‘days to go’ figure?
If a project hits its target by that 
closing date, your pledged money 
heads off to the maker. If it doesn’t, 
the process is cancelled and no-one 
pays a thing. When projects exceed 
their targets, its makers can set 
higher aims called ‘stretch goals’. 
These usually consist of bonus 
features, for instance the Pebble’s 
makers added waterproofing.

It’s reshaping the tech landscape, giving thousands of innovative 
projects a leg up and bringing us cool new gear we otherwise 

couldn’t have. Here are Kickstarter’s finest moments to date

BACKED TO 
 THE FUTUrE

LIFX p44

LET’s (KiCK)sTArT wiTH THE BAsiCs…

/kickstarter
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Ubi Voice-activated 
home helper
US$220 | Funded: 637% | Pre-order now

Ubi is a voice-activated computer that 
plugs into a power socket and sits there, 
like a brainy air freshener, waiting for you 
to ask it a question. A master of many 
tasks, it can perform web searches, work 
as a wireless speaker or be a baby 
monitor. Plus it has onboard temperature, 
humidity, barometric pressure and light 
sensors, so it’ll be an endless source of 
interesting trivia and conversations 
about the weather. It runs on Android 4.1, 
so there’s an army of nerds out there 
ready to hack it, and it also has a USB 
connector for piggybacking other 
devices and Bluetooth 4.0 for wireless 
connectivity. Oh, and it’s an alarm clock. 
theubi.com

LiFX 
US$70 | Funded: 1314% | Due: Now
One of Kickstarter’s biggest success stories, 
LIFX took well over a million dollars from 
people looking for innovation in the boring old 
world of lightbulbs. It offers a Wi-Fi controller, 
linked to a smartphone app, which lets you 
tweak the colour and brightness of a bulb via 
a smartphone app. You can also get them to 
flash when you get a Twitter mention, or use  
a group to create a lounge strobe.   
lifx.co

smart Things 
US$300 | Funded: 483% | Pre-order now
This unassuming blob is here to make life a bit 
more Star Trek, triggering alerts when doors 
open, turning things on when it senses your 
presence and more. Thermostat controllers, 
motion sensor add-ons and plug socket 
interrupters let you command electronics via 
the app, meaning your house can basically 
turn itself off when you go out. OCD nerds 
and eco-warriors will sleep better, at least. 
smartthings.com

Harvest Geek
US$tba | Funded: 188% | Due: Aug 2013
HarvestGeek adds nerdy excitement to the 
often mundane world of growing carrots and 
runner beans. Its configurable hardware 
sensors automate parts of the tending cycle. 
So you can have it pump water when it 
detects a drop in soil moisture levels, open 
greenhouse windows if it’s getting too warm 
for your tomatoes, and ping messages via 
social networks about the status of your crop.
harvestgeek.com

“We were really surprised 
by the passion of people who 

backed our project. They’re very 
participatory and provide great 

feedback. A lot more than in  
a traditional consumer 

relationship” 
Leor Grebler

IncomIng

/kickstarter

connected devices to smarten up your home lifeinTErnET OF THinGs
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skyCube 
US$sold out | Funded: 141% | Due: Sep 2013
With the aim of taking one small step towards 
democratising space exploration, this cheap 
nano-satellite will allow supporters to follow 
its fortunes via an app called Satellite Safari.  
Pledges of just $6 bought on-demand access 
to photos from its VGA camera, with extra 
cash bagging you the opportunity to 
customise its regular ‘ping’ messages back to 
earth. Sure beats a train station birthday card. 
southernstars.com

Kicksat 
US$sold out | Funded: 248% | Due: Sep 2013
If SkyCube’s shared mission concept isn’t 
exciting enough, Kicksat is sure to get space 
buffs aroused. It packs hundreds or even 
thousands of mini satellites known as Sprites 
into a larger orbiter built around the cheap 
CubeSat format. Once up, they are set free, 
floating about for a few days or weeks, before 
burning up on re-entry. You could’ve had one 
for $300, beaming your initials back to earth. 
spacecraftresearch.com

Ardusat If Jumbo 
made satellites…
US$475 | Funded: 303% | Due: Jul 2013

It may look like a tiny washing machine, 
but Ardusat isn’t testing grass stains in 
zero G – it’s a small, 10x10cm satellite 
built using off-the-shelf parts. A bank of 
Arduino processors runs its sensors, 
which include a CO2 meter, Geiger 
counter and spectrometer, and anyone 
can design apps to take control of those 
sensors, its camera, gyros and radio. The 
minimum you’ll pay for Ardusat time is 
now US$475, but Kickstarter rewards 
started at US$25 for a photo from space 
signed by the team, while US$300 
bought a time slot to beam a personal 
message back from space. It’s how we 
would propose if we ever married. 
nanosatisfi.com

Why now for the crowdfunded space race? 
In general there is a big worldwide DIY 
movement going on in all areas and space 
flight is just one of those. Cheaper 
components and the huge outreach of the 
internet are a powerful combination too.

Why the new interest in space tech? 
A big factor has been the X Prize, which 
led to SpaceShipOne making the first 
privately funded space flight in 2004. X 
Prize was based on the Orteig Prize, which 
was set up in 1919 to further development 
of airplanes. It seems to be working.

How important is the internet to the  
space boom?
I don’t believe our project would have been 
possible 20 years ago. Ten, perhaps. We 
are relying on the internet for funding and 
information. It’s one of our greatest tools.

Where’s the money coming from?
Almost 95% is from donations, sponsors 
and crowd-funding. It has a self-regulating 
effect. If we are lazy, the donations will 
stop. If we are progressive and show 
results we get rewarded. I like that.

Why not just take corporate cash?
One big sponsor is likely to want to take 
charge and demand certain milestones. 
Crowdfunding is different because the 
investors’ aim is the project, not profit. 
That’s why we want to stay independent.

Keep up with the project by following  
von Bengston on Twitter @KvonBengtson

THe croWd-
funded 
spAce rAce
Think Kickstarted satellites are 
cool? Non-profit project 
Copenhagen Suborbitals is 
aiming to send a human into 
space using crowdfunded cash. 
Its CEO  Kristian von Bengston explains 
why the privateer space boom is upon us...

“The downside with going 
low-risk on the parts is that 

you want space-proven quality, 
so you have to pay space-

proven price. That’s why we 
put the project  

up on Kickstarter” 
Joel Spark

/kickstarter
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Lumio ‘reading 
lamp’ redefined
US$95 | Funded: 906% | Due: July 2013

For every ten misguided Kickstarter 
ideas, there’s one so brilliantly simple 
you’ll harangue yourself for not inventing 
it five years ago. The Lumio  is just  
that  – a portable, rechargeable and 
weatherproof lamp that folds into a 
hardback book when you don’t need it, 
and fans open into the barbecue talking 
point you see above. Its built-in magnets 
promise to help it cling on to most 
metallic surfaces, and the battery will 
last for eight hours before needing a top 
up with the bundled USB charger. Not 
surprisingly, the Lumio beat its funding 
target seven times over – expect to see 
it at picnics everywhere from July.
hellolumio.com

3Doodler
US$75 | Funded: 7426% | Due: Oct 2013
The most impressive of the many 3D printers 
on Kickstarter, 3Doodler is a sort of magic, 
molten plastic-spewing pen, which lets you 
draw 3D sculptures right there in front of you. 
And if you’re rubbish at drawing, that’s OK:  
the makers are releasing stencils which you’ll 
be able to draw around, then pop up, stick 
together and admire. It’s no toy though – the 
tip of the pen hits 270 degrees. Toasty. 
the3doodler.com

snappgrip 
US$105 | Funded: 153% | Pre-order now
You know all that hard work that smartphone 
manufacturers have been doing to cram high-
end camera tech into skinny phones? Well, 
Snappgrip plans to undo it all by beefing up 
the iPhone 4/4S/5 and Samsung Galaxy S III 
cameras with a snap-on unit that adds more 
advanced controls. You get a proper shutter 
button with soft-press to focus, tripod mount 
and charging point plus a companion app. 
snappgrip.com

Mauz
US$70 | Funded: 18% | Due: tba
We had high hopes for Mauz, but it fell short of 
its ambitious US$150k target. The idea is that 
it turns your iPhone into a gesture-based, 3D 
control system for operating any computer 
nearby; use it as a customisable mouse, or  
a Wii-mote clone with a laser pointer, or a 
portable touchpad. Happily, it looks likely to 
rise from the Kickstarter ashes and find its 
own way on to the electronic shelves.
mauzup.com

IncomIng

“Kickstarter is the perfect 
platform for design start-ups.

You get to talk directly to 
consumers and get a valuable 

insight into what they really 
want from a product”  

Max Gunawan

Innovative add-ons to turbocharge your techGEEKCEssOriEs

/kickstarter
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Organise your troops
Keeping everyone on the same page, even 
with a tightly knit crew, is a challenge.  
This makes a full range of tracking and 
communication tools invaluable. Google’s 
suite of free tools (Gmail, Tasks, Calendar, 
Docs and Google+) all play well with one 
another, but Basecamp (from US$20/
month, basecamp.com) and Pivotal 
Tracker (from US$7/month) are great if 
you want more powerful workflow tools.

Figure out the figures   
It’s easy to get distracted by branding, 
messaging, customer service, insurance, 
supply chains, manufacturing, quality 
control and distribution, but it’ll all fall 
apart if you don’t manage your numbers. 
Spreadsheets are fine for basics but 
Quickbooks (from US$185, intuit.co.uk) 
is invaluable for doing all the financials, 
and plays well with your accountant (you 
need one of those now too).

Buff your storefront
Now that you’ve achieved Kickstarter 
fame, you need a way to accept pre-
orders without charging the credit cards 
until you’ve got your parts produced, 
packaged and ready to ship. We went 
with Shopify (from US$30/month, 
shopify.com). It’s more expensive than 
alternatives such as Big Cartel and 
Storenvy, but has pre-order capability 
baked in plus a glorious support team.

Beware the unknowns
To guard against unseen crowdfunding 
hazards, use ‘pledge management tool’ 
BackerKit (backerkit.com). It was set up by 
the co-founder of Kickstarter veterans 
Diaspora, so they’re well equipped to 
prepare you for the next stage. Get 
someone on your team who has been 
through the process too. One of our team  
is a serial entrepreneur and manufacturer  
– I ask him questions every week.

Best for Bootstrappers
Indiegogo.com
Kickstarter’s perkily-named rival has  
a ‘flexible funding’ option that lets you 
receive cash as it’s pledged – a better 
bet if you need to earn as you go.  
An internationalversion is due this year.

Best for Book-lovers
Unbound.co.uk
Peruse your favourite authors’ ideas 
for new books, then vote for the best 
with cash. If the idea hits its target, 
rewards range from a mention in the 
credits to lunch with the author.

Best for philanthropists
HopeMob.org
This ‘community of generosity’ is using 
the Kickstarter model to tap global 
altruism to fund good. It’s garnered 
over 500,000 users in six months and 
the service is completely free.

Best for creatives
BloomVC.com
This UK ‘venture catalyst’ site helps fund 
creative projects, including short films 
and exhibitions. Run by a small team of 
entrepreneurs, it’s also a handy source 
of advice for crowdfunding newbies.  

croWdfund 
AlTernATIVes
Because Kickstarter isn’t the only idea-
to-atoms realiser out there…

Your bright idea smashed 
its Kickstarter target. 
now what? The sparse 
bike light (sparse.cc) did 
it in december and is now 
shipping to customers.  
Its ceo colin owen takes 
us from Kickstarted 
through to shop-ready…   

one

THree

TWo

four

POsT-KiCK nOTEs

/kickstarter
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A WATCH 
FOR ALL 

SEASONS

Think your smartphone tells the time? Nope, your smartphone tells the 
world that you’re not stylish enough to wear a watch. The humble 
wristwatch, you see, is not just a means to avoid being late. It’s an 

incredible piece of wrist-mounted engineering that somehow manages to 
keep time accurately to within just a few milliseconds a day. That’s why 

we’ve selected some of the best watches on the market (ie. our favourites) 
suitable for every style and budget. Go on, it’s time for a change....

MR SUAVE
EVENING WATCHES

THE HIPSTER
TRENDY WATCHES

THE SUIT
EVERYDAY WATCHES

WEEKEND WARRIOR
DIVING WATCHES

THE TIME KEEPER
CHRONOGRAPHS

/watch special
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Longines Conquest 
Classic
US$tba

With ‘long’ in the title, you might 
think this Swiss watchmaker’s 
moniker refers to the length of time 
it’s been in business (going strong 
since 1832). Nope, it’s named after 
the Es Longines factory, the same 
one that produced Longines’ first 
movement almost 150 years ago. 
And with that much horological 
history behind it, it’s no wonder that 
understated designs like this 
Conquest Classic tend to look good 
forever.

Raymond Weil  
Maestro
US$3,095

Raymond Weil might not be the first 
name in dress watches, but 
everything in its Maestro lineup is 
pretty much spot on. This one keeps 
things understated with a sleek 
stainless steel case (with nothing as 
tawdry as gold) simple roman 
numerals and blue moonphase disc 
breaks. The automatic movement 
ticks away at 28,800 beats per hour 
and it has a power reserve of 38 
hours, which should see you through 
even the longest of dinner parties.

Bell & Ross WW1 Grande Date
US$3,800
Known for its oversized watches, Bell & Ross 
chose subtle elegance over wrist cramps 
when it put together the WW1 Grande Date. Its 
understated charm is a subtle nod toward the 
first wrist watches of old, back when soldiers in 
the First World War were issued small 
timepieces to coordinate missions/make sure 
trains didn’t collide. This one pairs quality 
materials and craftsmanship with a subtle dial 
in B&R’s signature style.

West End Watch Co. 
Sowar 1916
US$tba

The West End Watch Company isn’t 
the best-known brand in luxury 
watchmaking, but that doesn’t 
make its timepieces any less sought 
after. In fact, having had its roots 
firmly planted in Swiss watch 
making history since 1886, these 
classic watches are both rare and 
highly coveted. The Sowar 1916 is 
the modern version of the classic 
military watch complete with 
automatic movement and antique 
winding crown.

Hugo Boss  
Driver
US$235

Boss’ watch collection has a good 
reputation for style at an excellent 
price, and its reinvention of the 
driving watch is no different. It 
sports a Day-Date quartz 
movement, for higher precision, a 
solid 46mm stainless steel case and 
a sleek back dial. There’s also a 
distinctive white date function. 
A crocodile-pattern embossed 
leather strap will secure the Driver 
to your wrist, although we’d prefer 
a proper leather one to be honest.

Serious times call for seriously 
smart dressing - and nothing 
pulls a look together like 
one of these elegant 
watch choices

MR SUAVE
EVENING WATCHES

/watch special
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Certina  
Podium
US$550

Certina’s well-built watches can 
hold their own against competitors 
five times the price. This chunky 
Podium gives you a straightforward 
dial and metal bracelet, with enough 
dials to make use of its precise 
quartz movement inside. While its 
lack of automatic movement might 
put off some watch snobs, you still 
get an established watch house 
(Certina has been going for over 124 
years) and rock solid build quality 
without breaking the bank.

Seiko  
Astron GPS
US$3,125

The Astron is a clever bit of watch kit, 
able to give you the correct time 
wherever you are in the world. It can 
automagically tell which of the world’s 
39 time zones you’re currently sat in 
via GPS signal, then update its time 
and date settings all by itself. It’s one 
of kind, which explains why Seiko 
submitted over 100 patent 
applications before flaunting it. It’s 
even solar-powered, making it on of 
the most low-maintenance watches 
the world has ever seen.

Zenith  
Pilot Big Date
US$7,200

This is a very big watch in the world 
of horology, and not just because 
it’s a whopping 58mm across. First, 
it’s powered by Zenith’s El Primero 
calibre, which is the most celebrated 
chronograph movement ever 
produced. Second, Zenith is the only 
watchmaker allowed to use the 
word ‘pilot’ on the dial, thanks to a 
cheeky copyright filed decades ago. 
Throw in a timeless design and this 
is arguably the best chronograph on 
the planet.

CK  
Dart
US$560

When it comes to trendy watches, 
the king of the catwalk reigns 
supreme. And while the quartz 
movement inside won’t raise any 
eyebrows in Switzerland, you’re far 
more likely to impress the stylish 
people you meet with a Calvin Klein 
on your wrist. This new timepiece 
gives you the classic stainless steel 
style and rubber bracelet of dive 
watches, and looks just as good with 
a suit as it does with blue jeans and 
T-shirt (both from Calvin Klein, natch).

Worn by fighter pilots and racing 
drivers alike for decades, 
these watches combine 

style with precision 
perfect accuracy

THE TIME KEEPER
CHRONOGRAPHS

Raymond Weil  
Freelancer Urban Black
US$4,520
This matt black stealth bomber of a watch is 
made via particle vapor deposition or PVD for 
short. It creates an incredibly thin hard-
wearing alloy layer (a combination of 
aluminium, titanium and nitride for you 
chemistry nuts) that gives it an incredibly 
unique feel and colour that’ll never fade. It also 
won’t stop telling the correct time either, what 
with its automatic chronograph movement 
inside. Comes in silver (but minus the cool-
sounding chemistry).

/watch special
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Oris Carlos Coste 
Limited Edition
US$4,850

Oris claims it makes ‘real watches 
for real people’ but we’d have to 
disagree, what with it naming a 
limited edition dive watch after 
famed free-diving champion Carlos 
Coste. It sports a massive 47mm 
case, the domed sapphire glass 
alone is 4.8mm thick, and for good 
reason - the watch is certified to 
withstand a depth of 1,000m. 
Suddenly, naming it after a man who 
can go down past 140m on a single 
breath makes a lot of sense.

Victorinox Dive  
Master 500
US$tba

A bit like the Swiss Army knife of dive 
watches, Victorinox has launched a 
rugged, go-anywhere, do-anything 
dive watch that’s got everything you 
could want. Hardy stainless steel 
casing, tough sapphire crystal face 
and the ability to dive down to 500m 
without bother. It looks good too, and 
thanks to a Swiss engineered 
automatic movement it will more 
than hold its own against the more 
flashy brands currently setting sites 
on the ocean floor.

Omega Seamaster Planet Ocean
US$9,600
Having first engineered a watch to travel to the 
moon, Omega has set its sights on conquering 
the ocean floor. The results? The granddaddy of 
diving watches and personal choice of certified 
aqua man Michael Phelps. You get one of the 
most precise mechanical movements in the 
world — the famous Omega co-axial — and a 
titanium case that can withstand the crushing 
depths of 600m. And having been going since 
1962 (when Omega introduced the Seamaster 
300) it’s guaranteed to stay in style for another 
50 years at least.

Timex E-Tide  
Compass
US$180

Cheap, cheerful and very clever - 
this Timex is an affordable but 
stylish dive watch that gives you 
some handy features when you’re 
under the sea. It has a fourth hand 
that can, at the push of a button, 
display compass direction, tide 
status or temperature. It also has 
Timex’s Indiglo night-light tech for 
diving after dark. The athletic black 
textured strap and the rubberized 
grip should keep it glued to your 
wrist in even the roughest of seas.

Luminox  
Colourmark 3080
US$410

Luminox has been making dive 
watches for the US Navy SEALS for 
more than 15 years now, and if its 
watches can survive taking down 
pirates off the coast of Somalia, 
chances are it’ll brush off anything 
you can throw at it. It boasts some 
of the brightest glowing markers on 
any watch that don’t need to be 
exposed to any light sources to 
glow. It’s also bombproof and worn 
by some of the toughest hard asses 
in the world, ‘nuff said.

Big, bold and distinctive, diving 
watches are equally at home 
thousands of metres under 
the water or simply sat on 
your wrist by the beach.

WEEKEND WARRIOR
DIVING WATCHES
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Seiko Sportura  
Alarm Chronograph
US$535

Despite some of the biggest names 
in horology spending billions on 
advertising campaigns and multi-
million dollar brand ambassadors, 
the timepiece you’ll see worn by 
most watch lovers is a humble 
Seiko. Why? Because Seiko has 
been churning out durable and 
affordable watches since the 60s, 
and its quartz watches can be found 
in all around the world. Its latest 
Sportura Alarm Chronograph is no 
different. 

Mondaine Simply 
Elegent Gent
US$730

Mondaine was originally tasked with 
creating the official clock for 
always-on-time Swiss Rail in the 
30s, but has since turned into a 
rather good maker of iconic 
consumer watches, too. The Elegant 
Gent is just that, a very simple watch 
with chunky black digits and lollypop 
second hand. Whether original the 
design is down to Mondaine’s 
tasteful designers or the ability to 
read a clock from far away is still a 
matter of horological debate.

TAG Heuer Formula 1
from US$895
Way back in the 80s Techniques d’Avant 
Garde, a manufacturer of incredibly high-tech 
kit (like the ceramic turbochargers that go in 
Formula One cars) bought a venerable little 
watch house called Heuer. The Formula 1 was 
one of the first models the newly joined TAG 
Heuer ever produced, and reflected a new 
focus on modern design, quartz precision and 
value. Today it’s still one of the most unique 
timepieces available, with an unmistakable 
design and rugged style that’s equally suited to 
the boardroom or the racetrack.

Kenneth Cole  
New York
US$250

If your goal in life is to own a classy, 
silver watch - it doesn’t get much 
better than this by Kenneth Cole. 
Sure, it’s not going to win any 
horological awards (it packs a pretty 
uncelebratory quartz movement, 
basic crystal and that’s stainless 
steel, not silver) but it’s enough to 
set off a blue pinstripe suit and it’s 
styled in an attractive circa-80s 
design. And let’s not forget, it also 
tells the time.

Guess  
Chaser 
US$230

This Guess Chaser Chrono may look 
like it costs thousands of dollars, but 
it’s actually one of the best 
timepieces in the sub-US$300 
range. Why? Because its quartz 
movement is one of the most 
accurate available (only losing a 
minute max per year of use), its 
brushed black monochrome face 
looks amazing, and it boasts date 
and 24-hour time functions. 
There’s also a chunky bezel and 
rubber strap.

Not too big and not too small, 
everyday watches are some 

of the most useful and 
stylish timepieces 

in the world

THE SUIT
EVERYDAY WATCHES
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Rado  
Hyperchrome
US$tba

Don’t be fooled by this watch’s 
dapper exterior - Rado’s 
Hyperchrome collection sports a 
revolutionary ceramic case - the 
latest innovation from Rado’s watch 
boffs. The new material gives the 
Hyperchrome an unmatched profile, 
making this chronograph’s push-
down buttons almost invisible on the 
side of its case. The ceramic material 
also remains perfectly neutral to your 
skin temperature, meaning you’ll 
hardly notice it sat on your wrist.

Guess  
Visionary 
US$400

Pull out your smartphone and you’ll 
see the time - self-correcting and 
always right. But watches are no 
more about telling accurate time, it’s 
more about wearing a well-
designed piece of machinery than 
knowing when your five o’clock 
meeting starts. That’s why we’re 
fond of Guess’ Visionary range. Not 
only does it look spectacular, but 
mainly because you can see the 
automatic movement through its 
rose-gold face.

GC-415th Anniversary
US$3,000
It’s no wonder that Guess’ luxury offshoot Gc 
would create a watch that not only ticks the 
‘Swiss Made’ box that proper collectors 
demand, but also looks as good as this. 
A real piece of haute horology (high-class 
watchmaking that’s as much about celebrating 
the mechanical insides as the delectable design) 
this one was put together to celebrate Gc’s 15th 
anniversary, and sports a matt-black PVC 
coating and see-through face that lets you 
peek at the exquisite mechanical movement 
powering it.

Tissot T-Touch  
Classic
US$650

Tissot’s excellent T-Touch 
technology borders on the magical. 
Just tap the clear glass dial of a 
T-Touch watch, then stare in 
disbelief as the minute and hour 
hands transform themselves from 
time-telling tools to an altimeter, 
thermometer or compass, where 
the minute and hour hands align and 
pivot northwards. This Classic 
version ditches the bright colours in 
favour of a more laid-back look, 
suitable for anytime of day.

Casio  
Aviator
US$610

The G-Shock brand has been 
known for toughness since it 
started wrapping its watches in 
shock-resistant rubber back in the 
80s. And this Aviator range is no 
different. It combines analogue 
clock hands, extreme durability, 
world alarms and a chronograph 
with an auto LED backlight. It’s also 
been gravitational tested, to ensure 
that the time stays true even at 
12Gs - the same acceleration and 
speed attained by a fighter jet. 

These watches are built to 
impress and brag about, with 
complicated movements, 
exotic materials and 
interesting looks

THE HIPSTER
TRENDY WATCHES
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US$170 | a
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Adidas Boost 
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hard
train 
a good day to 

Beat fatigue and crush your rivals with 
these running shoes. White vest optional
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Yamaha  
YSP-3300

The 3300 comes with a 
transmitter for streaming 

tunes from your iThing, Mac or 
PC. It’s not as elegant as 
Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, but it 

sounds great.

OrbitSOund 
m12

The Orbitsound doesn’t 
have an IR repeater, so it can 

block your telly’s remote 
signals. Fortunately, it sounds 

good when placed above 
or below your TV.

SOnOS 
PlaYbar

The Playbar has 
accelerometers that 

automatically tailor the sound 
whether it’s mounted on the 

wall or lying flat in front  
of your TV.

Putting on weight
The Yamaha’s bundled 

wireless slimline bass box can 
be placed almost anywhere in 

the lounge, as long as it can 
still reach a power socket. 

Handy.

 

Putting on weight
The wireless sub that comes 

with the M12 is essential to get 
a good sound, but it’s worth 

tweaking the volume knob to 
get the right balance with  

the soundbar.

Putting on weight
The Sonos Sub is an 

optional extra, and at US$600  
a pricey one. It certainly 

improves the sound, but for 
us, the Playbar is good 

enough on its own.

1

3

2
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Yamaha YSP-3300
uS$1000 | uk.yamaha.com

Sounding out
Yamaha’s been making soundbars since 
before Sonos existed, and the pricey 
YSP-3300 is a typically premium bit of 
kit. It’s the only one here to bounce audio 
off the walls for virtual surround sound, 
while its striking shape helps sculpt the 
soundwaves and means the bar neatly 
straddles your TV’s pedestal. And talking 
of neat, you feed all of your sources into 
the bar via HDMI and it sends video 
(including 4K and 3D) to your TV via a 
single cable. 

Wonder bar?
The others here might create a wide 
sound or a big sound, but the Yamaha is 
the only one that creates surround 
sound. It properly fills the room, with 
individual effects flying in from the sides 
so effectively you’d swear you had a 
speaker there. Its effectiveness will 
depend to an extent on the shape of 
your room and a full 5.1 package will 
always do it even better, but the 3300 
serves up a phenomenal sound without 
needing all those extra speakers.

Stuff says ★★★★★

Surround sound skills from a simple box 
of tricks – Yamaha’s done it again.

Stuff says ★★★★★

This isn’t just a soundbar; this is a Sonos 
soundbar, and it’s awesome.

Stuff says ★★★★✩

A compact and effective route to better 
TV sound, with added Bluetooth.

Sonos Playbar
uS$600 | sonos.com

Sounding out
A new device from Sonos is always an 
exciting thing, and the company’s first 
stab at turbo-charging your TV’s sound 
is typically unique. The Playbar has just 
one connection – an optical input – so all 
of your devices connect to your TV as 
standard, and then out to the Playbar. Of 
course this is also a Sonos player in its 
own right, so it’ll link with the rest of your 
setup and play all of your digital tunes, 
Spotify, internet radio and a whole lot 
more.

Wonder bar?
Sonos has gone for atmospheric sound 
rather than masses of impact, so the 3.0 
speaker array fires slightly upwards. It’s a 
wide, punchy and detailed sound, 
though, and it works well for movies and 
games. And no other soundbar sounds 
as musical as this, with lovely control and 
dynamics. If it’s virtual surround you’re 
after get the Yamaha, but to massively 
improve your TV’s sound and get a whole 
world of music into the bargain, the 
Playbar rules.

Orbitsound M12
uS$400 | orbitsound.com

Sounding out
Like the idea of the Sonos Playbar but 
not the US$600 price-tag? Orbitsound 
might just have you covered. Like the 
Playbar, the M12 has an optical input to 
take sound from your TV, and adds a 
stereo RCA option to boot. And while it 
lacks Sonos’ range of built-in streaming, 
Bluetooth enables you to stream Spotify 
and the like from your smartphone. It’s 
particularly compact even for a 
soundbar, but uses sound processing 
tech to fill the room.

Wonder bar?
It might be wee, but the M12 has an array 
of six speakers behind its metal grille and 
one at either end for so-called Spatial 
sound. In use, it works nicely, with effects 
spreading nicely around the room. There’s 
far greater weight and balance than you’d 
get from your TV, too, and it sounds good 
with music, even if it’s occasionally a little 
fizzy in the treble. The Playbar pips it, 
though, so without a further price cut it 
just misses out on that fifth star.

Raising 
the bar
The new Sonos Playbar brings multiroom 

music magic to your TV setup – but is  
it the best way to boost your 

home-cinema sonics? 

test
winner
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shooting
stars
Do you crave a chunky DSLR for supreme image quality, or a dinky point-and-shoot 

that you can shove in your back pocket? Either way, the world of cameras can  
be confusing which is why each year we put some of the best snappers out there  

to the test. Which camera is right for you? Turn the page and find out...
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Say cheese!
The PowerShot N is basically Canon’s attempt to appeal to the 
Instagram generation. Pre-loaded with effects like Toy Camera and  
a new Creative Shot mode that generates a selection of arty, effect-
laden shots from a single exposure. It also touts Wi-Fi so that images 
can be quickly uploaded to Facebook and videos straight to YouTube. 

Snap happy?
Its distinctive design makes it light and easily pocketable, and there’s 
a flip-out screen for getting those hard-to-reach shots. While the 
square body makes it a little awkward to use — you take a picture  
by pushing the lens ring down which can result in motion-blur - the 
12.1MP images more than hold their own on sites like Facebook or 
Flikr. The camera filters are nothing you haven’t seen before (Lomo, 
Miniaturize, etc.) but we really found the 360-degree view to be  
the most impressive. You navigate through filters and menus via 
integrated touchscreen, which while a little slow to the touch gets 
the job done, and Wi-Fi connectivity worked a treat. There’s GPS 
too, although not built-in — you need to team up the camera with 
your smartphone for geotagging, which is a bit of a bother when 
taking impromptu shots. 

Stuff says 
A fun little snapper with some fantastic built-in effects — it would 
make an ideal secondary camera

Tech specs
• 12.1M CMOS sensor • 2.8in touchscreen, tiltable • 4x digital zoom  
• 28mm wideangle lens • ISO 80-6400 • 1080p video

Say cheese!
Fujifilm has been indulging a recent obsession with retro-ism. First 
there was the sublime X100s, and now we have this less niche,  
but no less lovely, X20. Like its retro-styled brother, it too is 
aesthetically stuck in the past - and in no way is that a bad thing.  
The X20 looks like old-school rangefinder cameras, with a faux-
Vulcanite covering and engraved paint-filled logos that are both 
visual and tactile treats for the fingers. 

Snap happy?
The X20’s retro-stylings extend beyond merely the aesthetic, the 
first surprise comes from the manual zoom ring. Not just that it feels 
gleefully old school twisting the lens to zoom on a compact camera, 
but that it doubles as the on-off switch. As you twist, you get  
a satisfying click to announce that he X20 is powering up, then 
continuing to turn the ring makes the lens extend. The only 
drawback to this is that there’s a rather large portion of the lens 
protruding from the body at all times. There’s an optical viewfinder, 
and it’s easily the best in class, and the controls are well thought out. 
And thanks to Fuji’s larger-than-average (2/3in) X-Trans CMOS II 
sensor, it pumps out glorious images at almost every ISO setting.

Stuff says
The X20 is the most advanced compact around, and a retro-tastic 
joy to use

Tech specs
• 12MP X-TRANS CMOS II sensor • 4x optical zoom • 28mm wideangle 
lens • ISO 100-12800 • 2.8in TFT screen • 1080p video @ 60fps

point-and-shoot

Canon PowerShot N
US$355 | canon.com

Fujifilm FinePix X20
US$600 | fujifilm.com
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Say cheese!
If you want a camera that’s as smart as your phone but takes proper 
photos too, then this Frankengadget is for you. It combines the 
camera tech of a 1/2.3 CMOS sensor and 21x zoom lens with phone-
style additions like a brilliant 4.8in, 720p display and all the apps, 
games and music available on Android. YOu can even slot in a 
microSIM for 3G (so you could use this camera to Skype your  
mum - in theory, anyway). 

Snap happy?
The body is beautiful as well as shapely for snapping comfortably, 
although with the huge zoom lens fully extended it’s a lot chunkier 
than your smartphone. The 16MP BSI CMOS sensor means that 
photos are full of colour, and there’s also Full HD video at a silky-
smooth 120fps for super slow motion playback. There’s Dropbox 
integration, complete with 50GB of free space in the cloud for two 
years, that gives you auto uploads of full-res images. Filter apps like 
Instagram work with the shutter button, and it’s got enough power 
to run proper games. Sadly, its images aren’t the sharpest. Still, it’ll 
easily outdo your smartphone, and the pop-up flash is a whole lot 
better than your phone’s LED. 

Stuff says
Great screen, tons of apps and glitch-free sharing, but images aren’t 
that great

Tech specs
• 16.3MP BSI CMOS sensor • 21x optical zoom • Android 4.1  
• 1.4GHz quad-core • 4.8in 720p screen

Say cheese!
No camera looks more rugged than the FT5, the latest in Panasonic’s 
rufty-tufty compact family. The case sports a solidly engineered 
metal front plate and thick rim around the lens. It’ll swim down to 
13m, survive drops of 2m and stay active in temperatures of -10 
centigrade. There’s also an altimeter and hydro-barometer (for 
scuba-depth tracking) as well as GPS, Wi-Fi and NFC transfers.

Snap happy?
While picture quality is admirable, the FT5’s strongest feature is  
its video quality. Ramping up the settings to 1080p at 50fps, the 
resulting footage is within touching distance of the very best. Detail 
and colour reproduction are bang on, and the smoothness gained  
by a higher framerate than its rivals really pays off when you’re 
shooting fast-moving subjects or if you’re on the move yourself. 
The FT5 is keen to pick up as much colour from your scene as 
possible, leaning slightly towards saturation but without looking 
unrealistic. Viewed up close, images look organic and natural, and 
that’s before you factor in the FT5’s tough credentials. 

Stuff says
Superb video and impressive stills considering it’s a chunk of camera 
tech you can take anywhere

Tech specs
• 17.5MP sensor • 3in LCD • 1080p @ 50fps • Water proof to 13m  
• 2m drop proof • Go down to -10 centigrade

Samsung Galaxy Camera
US$610 | samsung.com

Panasonic Lumix FT5
US$535 | panasonic.com

toughcams
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Say cheese!
The Olympus TG-2 has some stiff competition, but brings some 
unique features of its own to the toughcam table. It’s designed  
to withstand similar conditions as its competition (the Panny FT5 
and Nikon’s AW100), rated for 2m drops, 15m submersions and 
temperatures as low as -10 centigrade. Unlike its rivals, the TG-2 
has a handy mode dial, which makes it quicker and easier to switch 
between key features. 

Snap happy?
The lens is set in the middle of the camera, unusual in this class. It 
does make it easier to hold the camera without obscuring the lens 
with your fingers. It packs a fairly meager 4x zoom though, and  
if you use it in video mode you’ll notice it’s a bit jerky as it moves  
in and out. Picture-wise, the TG-2 does a great job of exposure, 
keeping highlights in check while still pulling out detail from the 
shadows. It’s the extras where the TG-2 really shines, as it can  
be fitted with a fisheye or a telephoto lens, giving it further  
creative potential. 

Stuff says
It can be beaten on stills and video quality, but the TG-2 has bags  
of creative potential

Tech specs
• 12MP BSI CMOS sensor • 4x optical zoom • 3in 610k OLED screen  
• 1080p video • Water proof to 15m • 2m drop proof  
• Go down to -10 centigrade

Say cheese!
Nikon’s update to its go-anywhere compact keeps its rugged 
rivals at arms length. Encased in an almost full metal jacket, the 
AW110 feels more hardwearing than its slightly more plasticky 
Panasonic and Olympus opponents. It’s unphased by water, 2m 
drops and can go as low as -10 centrigrade, and you don’t have  
to be a scuba diver to appreciate the 18-metre water resistance.

Snap happy?
Because everything is tucked away beneath an impregnable case, 
you’re not going to get much range on the zoom, but the 5x optical 
zoom is enough for framing nearby subjects. A handy addition  
is ‘glove mode’ activated by pushing a button. It lets you cycle 
through basic functions, scene settings, movie mode and more  
just by titling or shaking the camera, keeping your digits toasty  
in colder climes. None of this would be worth much if the picture 
quality wasn’t up to scratch, fortunately the AW110 does a great 
job in most situations, pipping its peers on fine detail. Video is good, 
but not the best you’ll get from a compact.

Stuff says
Tops for picture quality, and as a sturdy all-rounder the AW110 is 
unbeatable

Tech spec
• 16MP CMOS sensor • 5x optical zoom • 3in OLED  
• 1080p @ 30fps • Water proof to 18m • 2m drop proof  
• Go down to -10 centigrade

Olympus Stylus Tough TG-2
US$510 | olympus.com

Nikon Coolpix AW110
US$430 | nikon.com

toughcams
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Say cheese!
The HS50 bridge cam gives you pro-level features more regularly 
found on pricey DSLRs, with a more portable frame and fixed lens - 
meaning you won’t have to spend extra cash on whopping great 
lenses (and you won’t need a tank to transport all your camera kit). It 
also sports a lightning quick autofocus, down to just 0.05 of a 
second, as well as a manual zoom ring that goes up to a massive 42x 
optical. 

Snap happy?
It’s obviously bigger than your standard compact, but the HS50 has 
no way near the heft of a proper DSLR. That’s in part down to the 
built-in lens that still manages to give you an impressive 42x optical 
zoom. Unlike other bridge cameras, Fujifilm has included a manual 
ring for you to fiddle with to zoom in and out, that coupled with the 
fast autofocus makes getting far-away shots a doddle. The 16MP 
EXR-CMOS II sensor means crisp, clear images, while the 3in tiltable 
touchscreen is bright enough to be used on a sunny day. There’s also 
Full HD video at 60fps, which is a real boon given it aims to attract 
budding DLSR owners. 

Stuff says
An all-in-one package that gives you a whopping great manual 
zoom, stellar images and HD video

Tech specs
• 16MP 1/2in EXR-CMOS sensor • 42x optical zoom, manual ring  
• 3in 920k LCD, tiltable • ISO 100-1280 • 1080p video @ 60fps

Say cheese!
It’s competitively priced, but Canon still managed to cram one of the 
largest zooms on the planet inside its SX50 bridge cam. There’s 
loads of shooting modes (including RAW image capture usually seen 
on DSLRs) and a hot shoe for adding an external flash or mic, if you 
want to make use of its Full HD video skills at a film-friendly 24fps. 
On paper, the SX50 looks mighty impressive. 

Snap happy?
The SX50’s 50x zoom and solid exterior promise great things, and 
indeed that’s what you get when you start snapping. It gives you 
excellent image stabilization and fine photo quality, which is a must 
for a megazoom like this. Colours look vibrant and natural, and 
picture quality is generally quite good. Unfortunately the lens, and 
high-ISO picture quality, hinder this camera in low light or when 
shooting indoors (especially without a tripod). The rotating 2.8in LCD 
is handy, as is the electronic viewfinder for framing shots on bright 
days.  Video is a mixed bag. It can shoot 1080p footage at a low 
frame-rate but problems creep in when you start zooming around. 

Stuff says
Sporting the longest zoom in the room, the SX50 gives you class-
leading image stabilisation and fine photo quality. 

Tech specs
• 12.1MP CMOS sensor • 24mm wideable lens • 50x optical zoom  
• ISO 80-6400 • 1080p video @ 24fps • 2.8in tiltable screen

Fujifilm FinePix HS50 EXR
US$600 | fujifilm.com

Canon PowerShot SX50 HS
US$570 | canon.com

BridgE camEras
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Say cheese!
The X100s is a tough snapper to classify. Like an old Leica r]
Rangefinder, it has a lens that won’t zoom no matter how much 
you fiddle with it and a beautifully retro design with a wealth of 
gnurled knobs and paint-filled logos. All of the physical controls are 
pretty much unchanged from its older brother the X100, but there 
are plenty of tweaks under the chassis including an all-new image 
processor and sensor, as well as an improved hybrid viewfinder. 

Snap happy?
The X100s is a lot lighter than you may think - the use of magnesium 
where old Leicas had brass accounts for the light weight. The 
controls feel natural and logical, and the 2.8in LCD screen remains 
unchanged from the original model (we would have liked to have 
seen a slightly bigger, higher res screen, as it looks a tad dated next 
to the competition). Fuji has upped the pixel count to 16.3MP on its 
new model, and sports a new APS-C X-Trans CMOS II sensor that 
gives you 30 per cent better low-light shots. There’s a faster burst 
mode to 6fps, and even manual focusing via aperture ring. The 
hybrid viewfinder is a particular treat, giving you a digital overlay for 
shutter speed, aperture, ISO, exposure and shooting mode. 

Stuff says
It looks retro, but with performance that’s right up there with 
today’s best snappers

Tech spec
• 16.3MP APS-C X-Trans CMOS II • RAW support • ISO 100-25600  
• 2.8in 460k TFT LCD • 1080p video @ 60fps

Fujifilm FinePix X100s
US$1,300 | fujifilm.com

fixed lens cams

Say cheese!
More an incremental update than a whole new bridge cam, the 
Coolpix P520 borrows a lot of its features from its slightly older 
brother, the P510. But that’s not necessarily a bad thing, what with a 
42x optical zoom rating, improved 18.1MP sensor and 3.2in 
articulated LCD screen. There’s also Full HD video complete with 
built-in stereo microphone and GPS straight out of the box.  

Snap happy?
The Nikon’s main strength are its photos which look amazing at all 
ISO settings. It uses all of the 18.1MP to squeeze out sharp images 
with good enough detail for large prints - even at higher zoom 
settings. There’s GPS built-in for geotagging your snaps, and you 
can pick-up Nikon’s Wi-Fi adapter for remote use with an Android or 
iOS phone. Unfortunately its autofocus is tediously slow, especially 
when the lens is zoomed in, and we’d prefer a more solid and less 
plasticky build quality. There’s no hotshoe for additional accessories, 
and the 1080p video, while very good when not zoomed, is hindered 
by the P520’s lack of a mic input. 

Stuff says
A very good megazoom camera with fantastic image quality, but 
video-lovers might want to look elsewhere

Tech specs
• 18.1MP 1/2.3inCMOS sensor • 42x optical zoom • ISO 80-3200  
• 3.2in articulated TFT LCD • 1080p video @ 30fps • Built-in GPS

Nikon Coolpix P520
US$520 | nikon.com
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Say cheese!
Panasonic’s GF6 is the latest single lens mirrorless camera to join 
Panny’s ever-growing Lumix G family. Aimed at people who want 
quality shots that compacts and smartphones can’t offer, the 
Panasonic GF6 comes packing Wi-Fi and NFC smarts to let users 
share their photos with ease. There’s also a bright 3in 180-degree 
tilting touchscreen for easy self-shots, and 19 Instagram-like 
filters and a stop motion animation mode for reaping plenty of 
internet points with the help of your cat. 

Snap happy?
The improved GF6 packs a larger 16MP sensor than previous 
iterations, along with an upgraded Panasonic Venus Engine for 
increased focus accuracy and improved low-light performance. 
Panny’s impressive autofocus iA mode is just as lightning fast as 
you’d expect, doubling up when it’s shooting 1080p HD video. Control 
wise there’s a handy jog wheel complementing the 3in tiltable 
touchscreen. Throw in the ability to remotely control the GF6 with a 
free iOS or Android app, as well as editing tools like Clear Retouch 
(which lets you delete pesky background photobombers) and the 
Panasonic has what it takes to be a flexible but very capable shooter. 

Stuff says
The GF6 is backed by rock-solid image and video quality, with loads 
of added features to play with

Tech spec
• 16MP live MOS sensor • RAW image support • 3in tiltable touchscreen 
• ISO 100-25600 • 1080p video @ 30fps

Say cheese!
This is Sony’s first foray into web-connected, app-compatible 
cameras, and it takes a different approach to other Internet-savvy 
snappers like the Samsung Galaxy Camera, which uses Android. 
Sony has gone the proprietary route, so apps have to be 
downloaded from Sony’s website rather than Google play. It’s also 
a fully-blown compact system camera supporting a whole bevy of 
E-mount lenses. 

Snap happy?
Like other NEX models, the 5R is a very well put-together camera. 
The body is sturdier and more compact than most mirorless cams, 
with a pleasingly chunky grip on the right side. Controls are handled 
via 3in touchscreen, complete with on-screen mode dial and focus 
point selection. Photo quality from the 16.1MP Exmor sensor is 
superb, and the large ISO range (which goes up to 25,600) and 
effective noise reduction makes low light shooting a breeze. You also 
get a nice set of special modes including Auto HDR and Sweep 
Panorama. Video is similarly stellar. Sony only offers a handful of apps 
through its website at present, and most have to be paid for. The 
selection isn’t astounding, and we hope that will change in future. 

Stuff says
The apps might not set your pulse racing, but this well-connected 
cam is a top gun in its own right

Tech spec
• 16.1MP Exmor APS HD CMOS sensor • ISO 100-25,600  
• 3in 921k TFT touchscreen • 1080p video @ 60fps

Panasonic GF6 (14-22mm lens)
US$765 | panasonic.com

Sony Alpha NEX-5R (18-55mm lens)
US$885 | sony.com

mirrorlEss
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Say cheese!
The class-leading Fujifilm X-Pro 1  now has a smaller sibling, in the form 
of the X-E1 - and it’s kept all the best bits of its big brother. Despite its 
step down in size (and price) the X-E1 has managed to keep the 
mirrorless 16.1MP APS-C sensor, those XF interchangeable lenses, 
the hotshoe and the EXR Processor Pro. The screen is a tad smaller at 
2.8in and that hybrid viewfinder we loved of the X-Pro has been given 
a crisper OLED refresh. Plus, Fuji has added a pop-up flash to boot.

Snap happy?
While the hybrid viewfinder is indeed sharper, the real smarts lie in 
the DSLR-sized sensor. It’s utterly astounding and noise-free 
throughout its wide 200-25600 ISO range. Video is fine at 1080p 
at 24fps, but there’s no dedicated record button - unsurprising for 
such a stills-oriented snapper. Controls are comprehensive - 
there’s an exposure compensation dial on the back-right of the top 
plate, not to mention direct access to just about every other 
setting. Aperture is manually set using a ring on the lens, while 
shutter and speed settings are on a top-mounted dial for easy 
access. It’ll shoot up to 350 snaps on a single charge, and both 
metal and black designs look, quite frankly, amazing. 

Stuff says
The X-E1 is a stunning snapper almost without fault, save for lack 
of a dedicated video button

Tech specs
• 16.3in APS-C sensor • ISO 200-25600 • Hybrid OLED viewfinder  
• 2.8in 460k TFT LCD • 1080p video @ 24fps

Say cheese!
Samsung’s latest NX snapper sports a truckload of attention-
grabbing features, including a capacative touchscreen and the 
second generation of Wi-Fi driven Smart Camera functions. You 
can share photos and videos direct via Facebook, Picasa, SkyDrive 
or YouTube, or back things up to a computer, tablet or smartphone, 
or use an iOS or Android phone as a remote viewfinder. 

Snap happy?
Smart features are all well and good, but the NX300 has real 
photographic chops as well. It offers full manual controls as well as 
program, aperture and shutter priority modes, and a higher ISO 
range giving you more options in low light. There’s also a 1/6000 
second shutter speed, which is insanely fast and means you can 
capture sharp shots of fast-moving subjects. And thanks to a 
speedy new autofocus, you can lock on to those subjects far more 
quickly and accurately than older NX cameras could. There’s a new 
sensor and image processing engine here, and even with the kit 
lens attached the NX300 is capable of some excellent photos and 
videos. Images are less noisy than before, colours are true and 
1080p videos are sharp - what more can you ask for?

Stuff says
Samsung’s best NX camera to date, and its Wi-Fi features give it 
something its rivals can’t offer

Tech specs
• 20.3MP CMOS sensor • 3in AMOLED touchscreen • ISO 100-25600  
• 1080p @ 60fps • Wi-Fi • Smart Camera 2.0 UI

Fujifilm FinePix X-E1 (18-55mm lens)
US$1,400 | fujifilm.com

Samsung NX300
US$915 | samsung.com
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A D V E R T I S I N G  F E AT U R E

The Canon EOS 100D is a camera you’ll never want to leave behind

BIG PICTURES
SMALL CAMERA

Welcome to Canon EOS
Pick up the Canon EOS 100D and take advantage of an extensive 
range of lenses, accessories and flashes that make up the EOS System.

DSLRs are usually big and bulky machines 
- not the Canon EOS 100D. It’s the world’s 
smallest and lightest APS-C DSLR ever made, 
meaning it’s light enough to take with 
you everywhere, yet still delivers stunning 
photos and eye-popping HD video. There’s 
also an optical viewfinder (not found on 
any other cameras this size) as well as an 
intuitive touchscreen that makes taking 
perfect snaps as easy as point and click.

CAPTURE THE ACTION
The Canon EOS 100D lets you shoot 
18-megapixel photos and Full HD 
movies. And thanks to  its APS-C sensor 
powered by Canon’s powerful DIGIC 
5 processing, it will give you great 
performance even in poor light. And 
with a max ISO sensitivity of 12800 
(extendable to a whopping 25600) you 
will be able to shoot images that are 
low in noise, but full of atmosphere.

FULL HD MOVIES
Shoot high-quality movies at Full HD 
(1080p) using the Canon EOS 100D. 
Unlike camcorders, the Canon EOS 100D 
lets you take full control of exposure, 
focusing, sound and more, or you could 
even use Canon’s Video Snapshot mode 
to capture edited movie sequences in-
camera. And thanks to the Hybrid CMOS 
AF II, the Canon EOS 100D will give you 
continuous focusing while shooting 
moving subjects.

GET CREATIVE
The Conon EOS 100D makes it easy to 
express your creative side thanks to its 
many Creative Filters. Extra Effect Shot 
gives you a filtered and unfiltered shot 
simultaneously, for a truly amazing 
photograph. Others include Toy Camera, 
Miniature Effect, Grainy Black & White 
and more, and you can even preview 
the effect before you shoot.

EASY TO USE
Using an optical viewfinder is the best 
and easiest to frame your shots, and 
the Canon EOS 100D’s is both bright and 
responsive. Or if you’d rather use your 
fingers, there’s also a 3in Clear View II TFT 
touchscreen to help control the camera. 
You can navigate menus, review pictures 
and even focus the camera, all by 
tapping, swiping and pinching.

IT’S EASIER TO SHOOT
There’s loads of theme-based scene 
modes built into the Canon EOS 
100D, making it easier to choose the 
right camera settings for whatever 
you’re shooting. Choose from portrait, 
landscape, sports, kids, food and more. 
And after you can turn on Creative Auto 
mode for more control over factors like 
background blur.



digital slrs

Say cheese!
While others send wave after wave of mirrorless compact system 
cameras, Canon stubbornly continues to throw newer, stronger 
DSLRs into the fray. And the 700D is Canon’s latest EOS flagship, 
complete with new 18MP hybrid CMOS sensor, giving you 
continuous autofocus when shooting video and an impressive burst 
shooting mode. Then there’s its tilting, swiveling touchscreen, which 
allows you to change settings and swipe between photos. 

Snap happy?
The nine-point autofocus is super-quick, latching on to subjects with 
smart precision. Image quality from photos is excellent, with oodles 
of detail and great colours on all but the highest ISOs (that extend all 
the way up to 25600). Video footage is crisp and smooth, and while 
the continuous autofocus isn’t always as responsive as we’d like, it 
does actually work, making shooting moving subjects pretty easy. 
Even the stereo sound recording isn’t too bad, although there’s 
always the option to plug a mic into the 3.5mm input. Controls work 
well, equally suited to beginners and enthusiasts alike, but the 
touchscreen feels like a gimmick. It’s responsive but often takes 
longer to use than many of the physical buttons. 

Stuff says
A true powerhouse with a truckload of innovative camera tech 
inside it

Tech specs
• 18MP CMOS sensor • Continuous nine-point AF • ISO 100-25600
• 3in TFT LCD, tiltable • 1080p video @ 30fps

Say cheese!
Its bitter rival Canon wowed4 the photography world (and us) with 
the excellent and affordable 700D, so what does Nikon do? Launch 
its own mid-range, mid-priced snapper the D5200. But while it 
may be sold on the cheap (for DSLR standards, anyway) it’s been 
inspired by its much bigger, much better and much more expensive 
older brother, the excellent D7000. 

Snap happy?
The D5200 packs a 24.1MP CMOS sensor that can shoot a speedy 
5fps continuous mode, along with better ISO range and the same 
RGB metering sensor as the D7000 - which should go a long way 
to improving the white balance in stills. It also has the skills to shoot 
a retina-pleasingly sharp 1080p video at 60fps. It has two stereo 
microphones embedded just behind that flash, and there’s an 
external microphone input to boot for budding film makers. Video 
quality is excellent, although as with stills it’s heavily influenced by 
whatever lens you mount on the camera. Using a high-aperture 
lens can deliver some eye-popping results, with only a small part of 
the frame in focus and the background smoothly blurred out. 

Stuff says
A speedy and sturdy DSLR that gives you decent photos and good 
video for the price

Tech specs
• 24.1MP CMOS sensor • ISO 100-25600 • 1080p video @ 60fps  
• 3in 921k TFT screen

Canon EOS 700d 
US$955 | canon.com

Nikon d5200 (18-55mm lens)
US$1,015 | nikon.com

/camera special
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Beam “live” video over your network. Automatically pick out the best scenes from your footage. 

Enjoy integrated control from your smartphone or tablet. Serious power you can play with. Plus quality 

that’s no plaything, it’s the real thing. Discover your style of play, with Everio.

www.jvc-me.com/camcorder



Say cheese!
The Sony A99 is the long-awaited flagship DSLR from the photo boffs at 
Sony. The A99, of course, isn’t actually a DSLR (Sony doesn’t make them 
anymore), despire looking and handling very much like one. Instead it’s an 
SLT camera with no pentaprism and no moving mirror, these bits being 
replaced by a translucent mirror and electronic viewfinder. 

Snap happy?
Sony’s unique setup means that the A99 can autofocus scorchingly 
fast, shoot continuous stills at 10fps and features barely any shutter 
lag - press the button and the photo is taken instantly. That electronic 
viewfinder used to be the downside, but the A99’s is by far the best 
we’ve seen, it’s huge OLED image is sharp, contrasty and lag-free. We 
barely noticed that it was electronic rather than optical. And image 
quality? The 24.3MP images turned out by the A99 are superb. There’s 
accurate colour reproduction, fantastic levels of detail and very low 
levels of noise (that’d be the full-frame sensor doing its job). As well as 
the standard manual and priority shooting modes, you can capture 
buttery smooth video at 1080p (with full control over almost every 
concievable aspect) as well as sweep panoramas and idiot-proof HDR 
shots, all while the GPS geotags every shot with location data. 

Stuff says
The A99 is the flagship that can more than match Canon and 
Nikon’s DSLR equivalents 

Tech specs
• 24.3MP Full-Frame CMOS • ISO 100-25600 • 3in TFT LCD  
• OLED viewfinder • GPS

Say cheese!
The 6D aims to give you pro-level features for a price that won’t 
break the bank. Currently Canon’s smallest and lightest full-frame 
DSLR, it’s ideal for travel or event photographers who prefer to 
shoot from the hip - no tripod required. And unlike rivals that 
require costly add-ons for being able to download your snaps 
wirelessly, Canon has squeezed its own Wi-Fi module inside the 
6Ds frame, so you can transmit direct to your PC, smartphone or 
even a wireless printer. 

Snap happy?
When it comes to sensors bigger is always better, which is why we 
applaud Canon’s use of a full-frame 20.2MP CMOS in the 6D. Not 
only does it mean better low-light images, but colours look more 
natural and there’s plenty of contrast punch to photos. As well as the 
larger LCD at the back, there’s a smaller window on the top plate for 
making changes without having to glance away from your subject, a 
handy addition if you’re making use of its quick 4.5fps burst mode. 
The fixed, non-adjustable LCD screen gives you a better-than-
average 1020k resolution, and it can even be used as a spirit level to 
make sure your shots and horizons are always straight and true. 

Stuff says
For those serious about photography, the 6D and its full-frame 
sensor are a good place to start

Tech spec
• 20.2 Full Frame CMOS sensor • ISO 100-25600  
• 1080p video @ 30fps • Wi-Fi

Sony Alpha SLT-A99
US$2,800 | sony.com

Canon EOS 6d Wi-Fi (24-105mm)
US$3,215 | canon.com

digital slrs

/camera special
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Say cheese!
Eagle-eyed gadgeteers will notice that JVC’s PX100 looks like no 
camcorder before it, with a larger lens and rear-mounted LCD over 
the usual flip-out screens. It’s all because the PX100 specializes in 
super slo-mo footage, capable of recording full HD at a staggering 
500fps. That means silky-smooth slowed down sports or action 
shots, in addition to pulling nine frames of stills from video. 

Snap happy?
The 12.8MP 1/2.3in CMOS sensor can handle 1080p video at 60fps, 
with a 10x optical zoom. That makes it a pretty decent film camera, 
even before you turn down the speed. There are three precision 
modes available, capable of setting the picture at full wide, full tele 
and a user-assigned mid-point, for easier frame composition. 
There’s Wi-Fi built in for remote viewing via smartphone app, as 
well as making it easier to transfer your video. And to make use of 
that slo-mo footage, JVC has a sports-centric app — JVC CAM 
Coach — which allows you to compare slowed down videos, 
provide notation on form and make other notes. That super slo-mo 
skillset isn’t just for video either, the PX100 can take still images up 
to 60fps in burst mode, making for one awesome time lapse. 

Stuff says
A great camcorder in its own right, and its super slo-mo skills are 
the icing on the cake

Tech specs
• 12.8MP 1/2.3in CMOS sensor • 1080p video @ 60fps  
• 500fps slow motion footage • JVC CAM Coach app

JVC GC-PX100
US$1,500 | jvc.com

Say cheese!
Following on from the pico projectors we’ve seen sneaking into phones 
and point-and-shoot cams of late, a video camera complete with the 
functionality certainly seems like a logical progression - and Sony has 
managed to squeeze one into the PJ790 without much trouble at all. In 
fact, it might just be a match made in heaven - letting you take 24.1MP 
moving images, complete with 5.1 surround sound, before projecting 
them guerilla cinema style onto any blank wall you might find. 

Snap happy?
Video quality is what you’d expect on a camera at this price point, you 
get 1080p HD shooting at a film-friendly 24fps or silky smooth 60fps. 
You also get Sony’s excellent optical image stabilization, and a very 
good built-in 5.1 surround sound mic up top (of course, there’s also 
room to attach your own mic via hot shoe). The projector sits on the 
outside of the flip-out LCD screen and will fire up at the push of a 
button. While the PJ790’s touchscreen lets you flip through menus at 
ease, for some baffling reason you’re left navigating via zoom-in and 
zoom-out buttons in projector mode. It makes going through many 
clips a tedious process, to say the least. And with just 35 lumens of 
brightness you’re going to have to dim any room beforehand. 

Stuff says
Decent video quality with a superb built-in mic, but the projector is 
a bit gimmicky 

Tech specs
• 24.1MP Exmor R CMOS • Carl Zeiss Vario-Sonnar lens • 1080p video 
@ 60fps • 5.1 surround sound microphone • Built-in projector

Sony Handycam PJ790
US$1,535 | sony.com

/camera special
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Say cheese!
Don’t let the 720 in the name fool you: this Panasonic goes the 
whole high-def hog, 1080p video at 50fps. Arty video effects and a 
time-lapse mode are backed up with a lens that goes wider than 
most and zooms an incredible 50x (and if you throw in digital 
zoomage, Panasonic claims a whopping 1500x... but that’s just a 
mess of pixels). There are Wi-Fi remote control skills too, via 
Android and iPhone apps. 

Snap happy?
The zoom itself is swift but smooth, as is the autofocus. The image 
stabilization is also stellar, as it had to be on zooms over 20x. It all 
contributes to footage that’s comfortably up to scratch for semi-
pro work. Colours are well controlled, not easily pushed into over-
exposure or saturation, and edges are pretty sharp, especially at 
wider angles. Using the camera via a phone over Wi-Fi is easy 
enough and could be a very useful feature for more specialist 
shots. The one thing holding this fantastic cam back is the 
Panasonic’s 55-minute battery life. That’s not a deal breaker - you 
can always pack a few spares or fork out for a bigger battery - but 
we’d like it to have a bit more stamina out the box. 

Stuff says
Top marks for footage, zoom and stabilisation, but bring a spare 
battery

Tech specs
• 17.5MP 1/2.33 MOS sensor • 50x optical zoom • 1500x digital zoom 
• Hybrid O.I.S. • 3in touchscreen LCD • 1080p video @ 50fps

Panasonic HC-V720
US$840 | panasonic.com

Say cheese!
You have a high-def video recorder on your phone already, so why 
do you need a camcorder? Because you’ll end up with better 
footage for one thing. And if size has put you off using a camcorder, 
this JVC’s compact form might win you over. And while its piddly 
10x optical zoom can’t compete with other similarly-specced 
camcorders, the VX855 makes up for that with an impressive list 
of features, including time-laps, stop-frame animation recording 
plus Wi-Fi skills that can beam live images to a smartphone or 
broadcast straight to the web. 

Snap happy?
The JVC is a doddle to use, regardless what you’re doing with it. 
Auto-focus is rapid, even when using the zoom. The image 
stabilization is calm and even appears intelligent, sensing when you 
want to pan and when you want to stay locked onto a particular 
point. Colours have punch, and detail remains sharp until you push on 
the digital zoom. The Wi-Fi skills, combined with the free Android or 
iOS app are welcome, but fiddly to set up. And the absence of full HD 
1080p recording is a major blow. What might swing it for the JVC are 
those extras that lend it an additional creative edge, and a battery 
that keeps shooting for an hour and a half.  

Stuff says
Excellent interlaced footage for TV, but the absence of 1080p at 
50fps is a blow

Tech specs
• 12.8MP CMOS sensor • 10x optical zoom • 1080i @ 50fps • Wi-Fi

JVC GZ-VX855
US$740 | jvc.com

/camera special
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action cams

Say cheese!
GoPro has been leading the field in action cameras for a while now, 
despite spirited attempts by contenders including Ion and Contour. 
The Hero 3 is now split into three different flavors - starting with 
the budget White Edition, then Silver and then Black. The Silver 
Edition is essentially the HD Hero 2 slimed down and with Wi-Fi 
built-in, but there have been further refinements, too. 

Snap happy?
The new case looks similar to the last version, but its flat, square 
lens window solves the problem that the old version had with 
focus in underwater footage. It also has a slightly raised surround 
that means you’re less likely to put scratches in it. Then there’s the 
Wi-Fi capability built-in, meaning you no longer have to buy a 
separate connector unit to bolt on to the back. It’s operated via  
a switch on the side, letting you operate the camera via Wi-Fi 
remote of the GoPro App that turns your smartphone into a 
remote viewfinder. There’s new video modes, including the  
ability to change frame rate or set it to record upside down, and  
the 1080p footage produced at 30fps is very accurate, with bags 
of detail. 

Stuff says
GoPro continues to defend its crown as the first choice in  
action cameras

Tech specs
• 11MP sensor • 1080p @ 30fps • Weighs just 73g • Built-in Wi-Fi

Say cheese!
If you crave a little more colour and you’ve spent all your savings 
booking the adventure holiday of a lifetime, the Liquid Image Ego is 
well worth a look. Available in a number of bright colours, this 
portable camera can still record footage at 1080p and will go under 
water to a depth of 100m with its waterproof case. Not only that, it 
can even stream content via Wi-Fi, so there’s no need to find that 
missing cable. 

Snap happy?
Described by Liquid Image as a ‘mountable HD Action Camera’ the 
Ego can record 1080p video at 30fps or lower-quality 720p at 
60fps. It can also handle 12MP stills one at a time or in continuous 
mode, which means you simply hit the shutter button once and let 
the little Ego do its thing. Like other action cams, you can connect 
your smartphone to the Ego via Wi-Fi and a compatible app. The 
app lets you tweak settings on the camera, changing image size, 
exposure settings, contrast and also acting as a remote 
viewfinder. You can also adjust the microphone level, which is 
extremely useful - however depending on your activity of choice, 
you may only pick up the sound of wind whooshing past. 

Stuff says?
A good little action cam that gives you lots of bang for very  
little bucks

Tech specs
• 1080p video @ 30fps • 12MP stills • Wi-Fi

GoPro Hd Hero 3 Silver
US$500 | gopro.com

Liquid image Ego
US$220 | liquidimageco.com

/camera special
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Mark Wilson smart tart
stuff@motivate.ae

1 Operating system Beyond Apple’s OS, there  
are three main ways to go: Windows Phone 7, 

Google Android and Blackberry. BlackBerry is still 
best for business, Android has great apps and the 
improving WP7 is ideal for smartphone newbies.  
All sync with your PC (and most with Mac) to give 
mobile email, calendar and contacts.

 2 Connectivity Bluetooth is handy. Wi-Fi 
powers internet and email, HSDPA provides 

mobile broadband everywhere and A-GPS  
means sat-nav. Look for compasses, too.

 3 Screen Standard resolution is up to 800x480 
these days, but the real fun starts with 

touchscreen interfaces. The ideal scenario is a 
phone that offers screen input and a dedicated 
QWERTY keyboard, although this adds bulk. 

 4 Apps As important as the phones are the 
applications they can run. The iTunes App 

Store is streets ahead; Android’s Market second. 

Samsung Galaxy Note II US$650 ★★★★★

Its 5.5in 720p screen might be too much for most of us to get to grips with but the Note II’s 
supreme power, handy S Pen stylus and features such as Popup Browser and Multiscreen 
will be exactly what some gadgeteers want. The time for mainstream phablets is here.

Apple iPhone 5 US$710 ★★★★★

Don’t call it a comeback, but the iPhone has leapfrogged the HTC One X+ thanks to the 
return of Google Maps to iOS. The rather dated iOS keeps it behind the other Android 
flagships, but for all that it’s still the smoothest phone around and has the best apps too.

Samsung Galaxy S III US$410 ★★★★★

The S III’s long reign at the top of this list is over, but its 1.4Ghz quad-core processor and 
Android Jelly Bean smarts ensure it’s still a fantastic phone. We also prefer its camera to 
the Xperia Z’s, while its 4.8in screen might please the (slightly) smaller handed.

HTC One X+ US$610 ★★★★★

Our minor quibbles with the One X have been addressed with the new One X+. Its storage 
has doubled to 64GB, battery life now rivals the S III at seven hours and we still prefer its 
build, too. That said, its rival’s superior camera, SD slot and clever tricks give it the edge.

Motorola RAZR i US$560 ★★★★★

The RAZR’s resurrection is complete. The premium, splash-proof RAZR i surges into our 
top 10 thanks to a mix of its sturdy aluminium-kevlar build and powerful (if only single-
core) 2Ghz Intel Atom processor. A Jelly Bean upgrade is promised by the end of the year.

Blackberry Z10 US$600 ★★★★I

Solid, with a detailed 4.2in, 1280x768 screen and an 8MP cam, but the Z10’s real draw is 
the new BB10 OS. Its gesture-heavy navigation takes time to master but works well, the 
smart keyboard is one of the best we’ve used and BB Hub is a one-stop message shop.

Nokia Lumia 920 US$680 ★★★★I

It’s a photo finish, but Nokia’s flagship edges HTC’s 8X as our favourite Windows Phone. 
The two share the same dual-core processor, but the 920’s superior 4.5in screen and 
battery give it this little victory. It needs more apps to take on Android and iOS though.

HTC 8X US$580 ★★★★I

The 8X takes the title of ‘world’s best-looking phone’ and positively glows in its blue, 
red and yellow hues –as does its gorgeous 4.3in, sharper-than-Retina LCD display.  
The dual-core chip performs well too, but a thin apps catalogue loses it a crucial star.

Sony Xperia Z US$850 ★★★★★

You’ve got to feel for the Xperia Z – just two months at the top and it’s already been 
demoted to second place. Still, while it loses the ergonomic and screen-res fights with the 
HTC, Sony’s 5in-screened flagship remains a gorgeously monolithic slab of a smartphone.
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Batteries are only just evolving fast enough to 
cope with the crazy demands our smartphones 
place on them. Giant Androids such as Huawei’s 
5in Ascend D2 need a massive 3000mAh battery 
just to get through the day. Even then, you’ll need 
a nightly charge – but not for much longer. The 
YotaPhone (US$tba, yotaphone.com) packs a 
second E-ink screen on the back, the idea being 
that you swipe reading material to it from the front 
LCD to conserve power; it will supposedly last for  
a week on one charge. Meanwhile, 
ETA Devices (etadevices.com) has 
come up with new power amplifiers 
for phones and base stations that  
will reduce heat waste by 90% and 
double your phone’s battery life. The 
tech is expected to launch in late 2013 
– just in time for the iPhone 6, then…

// Your phone’s battery life could 
be about to get a lot better”

HTC One US$685
htc.com
HTC’s days of being overshadowed by the likes of Samsung and Sony are officially 
over: the One is better than the best offered by either of those rivals. Even the S4  
is going to have its work cut out when it arrives, as this HTC is a masterclass in 
smartphone craft, from its impossibly clear 1080p screen to its engineered looks and 
strokable machined aluminium body. The Sense 5 skin for Android is a pleasure, too, 
delivering great-looking, personalised content in a nod to the best bits of Windows 
Phone 8, while the UltraPixel camera is ideal for everyday, point-and-shoot pics.
KILLER FEATURE Zoe mode captures extra snaps so you can pick the best frame   

Stuff SAyS HHHHH

Super-stylish, ultra-smart 
and a pleasure to use, the 
HTC One is a masterclass 
in smartphone design
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iPad, iPhone, iPod, iPod classic, iPod nano, iPod shuue, and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S.
and other countries. "Made for iPod", "Made for iPhone", and "Made for iPad" mean that an electronic accessory has been
designed to connect specifically to Ipod, Iphone, or Ipad, respectively, and has been certified by the developer to meet
Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or its compliance with safety and
regulatory standards. Please note that the use of this accessory with iPod, iPhone, or iPad may aaect wireless performance.
TThe remote and mic are supported only by ipod nano (4th generation or later), Ipod classic (120GB, 160GB); iPod touch (2nd
generation or later), iPhone 3GS Or later, and iPad. The remote is supported by Ipod shuue (3rd generation or later). Audio is
supported by all ipod models and iPad.

  Tel: +971.4.883.04.05 Email: support@monsterme.com www.monstercable.com    MIDDLE EAST

Serious Audio. High Style. 

The ultimate phone deserves the ultimate headphone
High-definition Pure Monster Sound with interchangeable
headbands in a wide range of colors and styles.

Dynamic Duo
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Onavo US$free ★★★★★� iPh

If you’re pushing the limits of your data tariff or travel abroad regularly, Onavo is a real 
moneysaver, crunching down the data you use for apps, email and web browsing.  
The app runs quietly in the background, but also has stats to show your savings.

WhatsApp Messenger from US$free ★★★★★� iPh�An �BB�Nok  
WhatsApp is gunning for BBM’s mobile messaging crown, aided by its multiplatform 
support. You can message individual friends or hold group chats, with photo and 
video sharing too – all free over your data connection. App is free for the first year.

Grand Theft Auto Vice City from US$4.99 ★★★★★� iPa  An

After the success of GTA III (download that right now, if you haven’t already) Rockstar 
has ported its excellent Miami Vice/Scarface-inspired crime ’em up to iOS and Android. 
Touchscreen controls aren’t perfect but the rest (especially the soundtrack) isn’t far off.

Cargo-Bot US$free ★★★★★� iPa   
The first game coded entirely on an iPad, maybe, but it earns its place in this list purely 
on the basis of its captivating gameplay. The objectives are simple enough – program  
a robotic arm to move crates into pre-defined positions; the solutions are anything but.

Pocket US$free ★★★★★� iPa  An

Pocket is one of those apps that you’ll wonder how you ever managed without. 
Whenever you find an interesting link online, send it to Pocket and it’ll be saved offline 
to be read later. Just make sure you’ve got plenty of time set aside for catching up.

Google Maps for iOS US$free ★★★★★� iPh��

An essential download for iDevices, the new Google Maps rights the wrongs wrought 
by the calamatious Apple Maps. Plus, it’s a fair bit better than the old GMaps ever was 
on iOS, being a more fully featured offering that’s on a par with the Android versions.

Carmageddon US$0.99 ★★★★★� iPa  
While we wait for Carmageddon: Reincarnation (due Feb 2013) this iPad version of 
the PC original is more than enough. Superbly ported to the touchscreen, it’s got 
everything that made the first version so great: speed, stunts, blood and power-ups.

The Walking Dead from US$free ★★★★★� iPa   
This zombie thriller is part interactive comic, part point-and-click adventure, part illustrated 
guide to intestines. It’s also wholly brilliant, especially for fans of the superb TV show/
comic. Episode 1 is free, but be warned: you’ll want to play all 5, and that’ll cost you US$15.

Plague Inc US$0.99 ★★★★★� iPh��

Life getting you down? You’ll feel a lot better after wiping it all out in this clever strategy 
game, in which you evolve a deadly pathogen with the aim of turning Earth into a barren 
wasteland. Tasteless? Well, it’s what Simon Cowell’s been trying to do for years now.

iPhone
iPad
Android
BlackBerry
WinPhone
Windows RT

An

iPh

iPa

RT

BB

WP

DJs might be the kings  
of #firstworldproblems 

(Don’t believe us? Check 
out twitter.com/

DJsComplaining), but 
really they don’t have a 

bad life. For starters, 
they’ve got this new 

Traktor DJ app (US$20, 
native-instruments.com) 
for their iPads. Built by the 

same people who make 
the full laptop software, it 

ditches the digital 
turntables of other DJ 

apps for waveforms and 
gestures, allowing you to 

loop and mix songs stored 
on your iPad. ‘Freeze’ 
mode even stops the 

waveform and chops it 
into beats, allowing you  

to remix on the go. And if 
you also use Traktor Pro 

DJ on your laptop, you can 
prepare tempos and cue 
points on the iPad, and 

sync them to your PC via 
Dropbox. So, Mr DJ, why 

don’t you stop moaning…

Any app with  
an iPhone 
symbol beside  
it will also run  
on iPod Touch 
and iPad, but  
not natively on 
iPad. You’ll  
need the iPad 
symbol for that. 
Windows RT  
is the tablet 
version of Win 8, 
and any apps on 
the Windows 
Store will run on 
both Windows 8 
and RT slates. 

Angry Birds Star Wars
from US$free iPh An  WP RT

A long time ago in a galaxy not far away, Angry Birds took  
the world by storm. The world swiftly got bored of our furious 
feathered friends but this Star Wars tie-in breathes new life 
into the series, with a mixture of gameplay styles, smart level 
design and the kind of attention to detail that’ll have Han-shot-
first geeks grinning into their replica Stormtrooper helmets.  
Stuff says ★★★★★��

The best Angry Birds ever, like an aviary gone apoplectic

hot 
buy

tapatalk HD from uS$4.99                 
Stephen Graves, online deputy editor

Ah, internet forums – those talking shops full of 
trolls and secondhand memes are still going strong 
after all these years. And, er, I’m still frequenting 
them. So I’d like to give thanks for the Tapatalk HD 
app for Android tablets. Like the phone version, it 
lets you log into multiple Tapatalk-enabled forums 
with a single account, serves up push notifications 
and follows participated threads. The HD version 
adds a gallery view, collecting 
together images from across 
your forums. As the proud 
owner of an Asus Transformer 
Prime, I can take advantage of 
all that screen real estate, 
which comes in handy when 
I’m out trolling. Er, I mean, 
“correcting mistakes online”.

// Tapatalk HD helps me feed  
my addiction to internet forums”

iPhAn iPa
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tAbletS

Will findlater etches his commandments
stuff@motivate.ae

Stuff SAyS HHHHH

Does everything the iPad 
has ever done, but now 
it’s twice as fast and four 
times as pretty. Amazing

1Operating system The OS determines how 
good a tablet’s interface is, what it’s compatible 

with and how many apps are available for it. 
Android 3.x and 4 (ICS) and iOS provide PC-like 
power; the smartphone-centric Android 2.x is OK 
for browsing; BlackBerry’s OS multitasks well; and 
the Windows tablet experience needs a touch-
friendly update which will arrive with Windows 8. 

2Processor Dual-core ARM processors such as 
Apple’s A5X and Nvidia’s Tegra 2 are OK, but 

quad-core chips such as Tegra 3 are the future.

3Size Screen dimensions and aspect ratios 
affect video cropping and how each device 

feels in the hand, so try before you buy. The iPad’s 
screen is vibrant, but rivals offer higher resolution.

4Connectivity Wi-Fi and Bluetooth usually 
come as standard; useful sockets such as 

HDMI and SD do not. 3G can prove pricey.

Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 from US$600 ★★★★I

This 10in Ice Cream Sandwich tab has an IR blaster, the ability to run certain Samsung 
apps side-by-side – albeit slowly – and the S Pen, a super-precise stylus with loads  
of optimised apps. It’s just a shame, then, that its screen is a mere 1280x800.

Huawei MediaPad US$550 ★★★★I

If you’re after a small-screened tab, Huawei’s Honeycomb-flavoured 7in MediaPad has 
that luxury tablet feel, thanks to its aluminium unibody design, and all the power of its 
bigger brothers. And while it may be a little plain, we can’t complain with the price tag.

Microsoft Surface with Windows RT from US$650 ★★★★I

The pared-down Win RT hits the funky, chunky 10.6in Surface. Its 16:9 screen is a mere 
1366x768, but images look good, graphics are smooth and battery life is excellent – as are 
the Touch and Type keyboard covers. Win 8 is fresh, but a lack of apps limits it – for now.

Samsung Galaxy Tab 7.7 from US$565 ★★★★★

If you can stomach the price, this slim Samsung is a mid-size Android tablet par 
excellence. Its 7.7in AMOLED screen is ultra-vibrant, and it’s clad in lustrous aluminium. 
If it’s all too much, the Galaxy Tab 2 7.0 is about US$200 less, or there’s always the Nexus… 

Google Nexus 7 from US$200 ★★★★★

The Asus-built, Android Jelly Bean-running Nexus is simply astonishing value. A passable 
7in HD IPS screen sits in front of a mighty Tegra 3 processor, making it brilliant for gaming, 
but there’s also next-gen toys such as NFC and the all-seeing Google Now to play with.

Asus Transformer Pad Infinity US$1,000 (w/keyboard dock) ★★★★★

Don’t underestimate the keyboard dock. The Infinity uses it not just for its trackpad and 
keys, but also for connections and extra battery life. Along with quad-core power, it makes 
this full-HD-screener a netbook beater. The Prime is about US$250 less and is also brilliant. 

Apple iPad (4th generation) from US$545
apple.com
Just six months after the last iPad, Apple has snuck out a quiet upgrade to its superslate.  
It still stands above all others, with an amazing screen that renders everything in glorious 
2048x1536 on its 9.7in Retina display. Photos, games and movies look incredible and text is 
eggshell-smooth. Quad-core graphics make it slicker and more user-friendly than ever, 
and the unparallelled riches of the App Store, mean it’s still the most fun, too. Yes, iOS is due 
a refresh, but it’s less of an issue here than on the iPhone. What does the upgrade get you? 
A Lightning port, LTE speeds (EE only), a twice-as-fast A6X chip and a 1.2MP front cam. 
KILLER fEAtuRE Did we mention the screen? It really is a bit special

hot 
buy

Apple iPad Mini from US$350 ★★★★★

A stunning finish makes this the prettiest Apple tablet yet. The 7.9in screen shares the 
1024x768 res of the iPad 2, but it’s not as crisp as the Nexus 7 or Kindle Fire HD. Excellent apps 
push  it out in front – but at US$150  more than the Nexus 7, it’s hard to recommend to all.

Google Nexus 10 from US$510 ★★★★I

It doesn’t feel quite as premium as the iPad, but the Nexus 10’s 2560x1600, 300ppi 
screen is the sharpest we’ve seen on an Android tablet. With a dual-core 1.7GHz chip, 
solid battery life and speedy MIMO Wi-Fi, this Jelly Bean slate is a solid contender.

Sony Xperia Tablet S from US$520 ★★★★I

Sexier, faster and skinnier than the Tablet S before it, this 1280x800 quad-core slate 
has a magazine-style fold for easy gripping. At 570g the solid aluminium build is lighter 
than the iPad, and DLNA skills and an IR blaster make it the perfect living-room slate.

Self-driving cars are inching themselves ever 
closer, and pretty soon a tablet is all you’ll need  
to turn your motor into one. Alright, that’s not 
quite true – but the driven engineers at Oxford 
University’s RobotCar project (robotcar.org.uk) 
are working on it. They’ve bedecked a Nissan 
Leaf electric car with about US$10,000-worth of 
cameras and 3D mapping lasers, which hook up 
to a computer and then to your iPad. When it 
recognises a bit of road, your tablet will ask if you 
want the car to take over, and you’ll be effortlessly 
wafted to your destination. It’s still in the prototype 
stages, but those self-driving wizards are aiming 
to get the price tag down 
to an amazing US$150. 
Plus the tablet, of course. 
And an iPad is never going 
to be cheap.

// The self-driving car of the future 
will be based around an iPad”
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lAptopS

Luke Edwards ultrahooked 
stuff@motivate.ae

stuff says HHHHH

Tiny it may be, but the 
stunning MacBook Air, 
running the best OS out 
there, won’t shirk big jobs

1 Connections You can’t have too many USB 
ports, and ideally at least one of them should 

be USB3.0. Insist on HDMI, and view VGA  
as a useful back-up. FireWire, Thunderbolt  
(Intel’s 10Gbps superfast I/O) and eSATA  
will expand your power-user options.

2Interface Keyboards and trackpads are  
often taken for granted, but their quality  

and design really matter. Some keyboards play 
rotten tricks by swapping critical keys around,  
or omitting others altogether. If it’s possible,  
get hands-on with the device before buying.

3Operating system If you’re already on board 
with Mac OS X it’s unlikely you’ll entertain 

the idea of switching to the more complex (but 
more customisable) Windows 7. However, Apple 
doesn’t do cheap laptops, so if your budget is 
tight it’ll be Windows for you. Google’s browser-
based Chrome OS is another option.

Asus Zenbook UX31 US$1,300 ★★★★★

All-metal design, a hi-res 13.3in screen and dual-core Core i7 innards: Asus’ Ultrabook 
has brains and beauty; enough of both, in fact, to make it the most covetable Windows 
laptop in the world. The Ivy Bridge-powered UX31A, launching soon, may be better still.

Acer Aspire S3 from US$1.050 ★★★★I

There’s no denying that Acer’s first Ultrabook, the 13.3in Aspire S3, is invading the 
MacBook Air’s territory: it comes with an Intel Core i7, 4GB RAM, a 500GB HDD/SSD 
hybrid drive and HDMI. The S7 is worth a look, too – check our review soon.

Asus S200E US$750 ★★★★I

The touchscreen makes it ideal for Windows 8, but the S200E’s also got a top keyboard, 
bags of connectivity and enough power for 3D gaming. Specs aren’t quite top notch, but 
with i3 or i5 Sandy Bridge cores, 4GB RAM and a 24GB SSD, it’s good for the new low price.

Alienware M17x from US$2,450 ★★★★I

At 4.26kg the M17x is only really portable in theory, but it’s carrying the good kind of 
weight – the kind that includes Radeon HD7970M graphics, an Intel Core i7 Ivy Bridge 
chip, and a precise 17in 1080p screen. The kind of weight that crushes modern games.

Apple MacBook Air 13in from US$1,250
apple.com
If you’re an Apple fan, deciding which MacBook to buy just got a lot harder. The 2011 Air 
has long been our No.1, and the 2012 models now have new Intel Core i5 or i7 Ivy Bridge 
processors, improved Intel HD 4000 graphics and two USB3.0 ports. So the best just 
got better – simple. Except it’s not that simple, because the new MacBook Pro with 
Retina Display (below) is now more portable and more powerful than any previous Pro. 
It’s also loads more expensive, though, and while our hearts might say ‘Pro’, our minds  
(and bank managers) are saying ‘Air’. That’s why it keeps the coveted top spot. Just.
KILLER fEAtuRE It might be more powerful than ever, but it’s also silent

Samsung 900X4C from US$2,055 ★★★★I 
Cramming a 15in screen into a 14.9mm slim body is impressive, the quality of said 
screen slightly less so. But with a 7hr battery, 8GB RAM, a 1.9GHz Intel Core i7 Ivy 
Bridge processor and 256GB SSD, it’s still an impressive, if pricey, Air alternative.

HP Envy 14 Spectre from US$1,870 ★★★★I 
The Spectre stands out from the aluminium-clad Ultrabook crowd with a glass back, 
trackpad and wrist rest. Yes, that adds a few grams to its frame, but it’s a price worth 
paying. Also wins points for its stunning 1600x900, 14in screen. Can we call it a glass act?

Apple MacBook Pro with Retina Display from US$2,450 ★★★★★

It’s the most powerful MacBook ever, the most portable MacBook Pro ever, and it’s got 
the best screen of any laptop ever. Simply put, this is the best laptop (ever). So why not 
the top spot? Because it’s also rather pricey, and in real life we’d have to go for the Air.

Lenovo IdeaPad U300s US$850 ★★★★★

At just 15mm, this 1.6GHz Core i5 aluminium beauty is right there among the very 
thinnest ultrabooks. A perfect compromise between power and size gives a clear 
1366x768 display, 4GB memory and 128GB SSD – and it’s still falling in price. Bargain.

hot 
buy

Toshiba Z930-10X US$1,200 ★★★★I 
At just 16mm, this 1.12kg, Ivy Bridge Core i5 Ultrabook is so thin you’ll have to watch you 
don’t cut yourself. A 128GB SSD (admittedly stuffed full of bloatware) and a glare-free 
matte screen are handy, while 6GB of RAM and a 6-hour-ish battery tickle us too. 

// Leap Motion could make using  
a mouse or trackpad absurd”

If we went back in time to show off a modern 
laptop to a young Steve Jobs we’re pretty sure 
he’d be dazzled. We’re also sure he’d point out 
the trackpad needs improving. If only we could 
take the amazing Leap Motion (US$80, 
leapmotion.com) along to show him too. This 
hand-tracking control bar will be released in 
May, and should make using a trackpad  
or mouse feel like brushing your teeth with  
a broom. With insane level of accuracy on all  
ten of your digits, it can be used for virtually  
any task your on-the-go needs throw up – 
from simple Angry Birds 
control to intricate image 
manipulation. The only question 
is why it took so long for this 
tech to get from Minority 
Report to your computer.
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heAdphoneS

1 anti-noise Headphones dampen background 
kerfuffle in two ways: noise-cancelling and 

sound-isolating. The former uses powered 
electronics to monitor the outside world and 
generate a neutralising sound wave. It’s normally 
integrated into comfy over-ear cans, great for 
long-haul travel. The latter creates a physical 
barrier, often in the form of tiny but invasive 
‘in-ear monitors’ (IEMs), jammed into your lugs. 

2open day? Open-backed cans let noise  
in (and out). The plus side is, they’re less 

claustrophobic and have a pleasing, airy sound.

3drivers/armatures These create the music. 
Most headphones have one per ear, but  

IEMs have up to three. The main benefit of extra 
drivers is usually increased frequency response. 

4at the gym Avoid in-line volume controls if 
you’re working out as they bounce around. 

Look for lightweight, water-resistant designs.

stuff says HHHHH

Fantastic sound, noise 
blocking and comfort at 
an excellent price, they’re 
the perfect PMP upgrade

tom Parsons is deaf to criticism
stuff@motivate.ae

Klipsch Image X10i US$295 ★★★★★

The X10s were our favourite in-ears for years, but the X10is now look too pricey for 
the no. 1 spot. Built-in iPod/iPhone controls are useful, but it’s their sound and size 
that really impress – the buds are slim as lolly sticks but sound thrilling and insightful.

Phonak Audéo PFE 012 US$125
audeoworld.com
It’s not easy creating the perfect headphones. Music is so subjective that one 
human’s perfect pitch is a little lacking in bass for another, and too bright-sounding 
for pedant no.3. The PFE 012s do about as good a job of satisfying disparate tastes 
as any in-ears we’ve tried. Building on the success of the pricier 111s, they dig up 
bags of detail, deliver sweet vocals and a palpable soundstage, and up the bass to 
party-worthy levels. They’re also barely-there lightweight and subtly attractive. 
They could easily sell for twice the price. 
KILLEr fEaturE Their tiny 14g heft makes the 012s fine for exercise

Focal Spirit One US$315 ★★★★★�

French speaker company Focal has hit the nail on the head with its first ever set of 
headphones. Beautifully made and superbly stylish with aircraft-grade aluminium,  
the real success is the sound – all natural detail and punch, especially on heftier tracks.

Sennheiser MM 450-X US$420 ★★★★★�

With hi-fi quality aptX Bluetooth, noise-cancelling, great sound and a mic for use  
with smartphones, the awesomely portable MM 450-X cans might be the only pair  
of headphones you ever need. Now we’re just hoping the next iPhone has aptX built in.

Bose QuietComfort 15 US$370 ★★★★★

Bose’s latest long-haul headphones are its finest yet. Wearing a pair is as comfortable  
as binding pillows to your head with silken thread, and both sound and noise cancelling 
are exemplary. For a louder, more rocking listen, try Monster’s Beats Studio.

Powerbeats by Dr Dre US$205 ★★★★★

We never had Dr Dre down as a fitness fan, but the headphones he’s designed for 
sweaty gym sessions are seriously impressive. Expect powerful, weighty and dynamic 
sound, then be pleasantly surprised by the in-line mic and three-button iPhone remote.

Bowers & Wilkins P3 US$270 ★★★★★�

Superb sound and a very solid and achingly stylish design make these the best portable 
on-ears around. The fact that two cables come in the box – one with a mic and remote 
for iPhones and one without – only sweetens the already candy floss-like deal.

Sennheiser CX 680i US$75 ★★★★★ 
Light, sweat-resistant and with a clever ‘EarFin’ to keep them in place, the CX 680i 
in-ears are the perfect partner for sporty music lovers. They sound impressive, too, 
and have an in-line mic. Try the PMX 680is (US$65) if you’d prefer a neckband design.

Skullcandy Lowrider US$30 ★★★★★

Skullcandy’s try-hard product styling and marketing might rub anyone other than 
teenage surf-wannabes the wrong way, but the Lowriders are surprisingly good. 
Actually, they’re better than good – crisp, clear and detailed. Well worth the price.

Sennheiser Momentum US$410 ★★★★★ 
Classily styled, cushion-comfortable and smooth-sounding, the Momentums are the 
perfect pair of on-ears for the dapper man about town. There’s no noise-cancellation, 
but they do isolate nicely. While they don’t fold down, there is a neat case included.

hot 
buy

// These are more than a match 
for anything from the Dre stable”

Forget Beats by Dre, this is AKG by Tiesto. Not  
so catchy, eh? But the top-of-the-range K267 
Tiesto (US$500, tiesto.akg.com) pair I’ve got here  
are actually very good, and more than a match  
for anything I’ve heard from the Dre stable for 
ages. Tiesto, it transpires, is a DJ of rather 
awesome repute, so the K267s are appropriately 
geared towards DJing, with heavy-duty cables 
and construction, a folding design with twistable 
earcups, and three sound modes – Studio,  
Club and Stage. Studio produces the best, most 
natural results – direct, clear and punchy. They 
sound a little closed-in compared to the likes  
of the Sennheiser Momentums,  
so they aren’t perfect everyday 
’phones, but they’re undeniably 
great DJ monitors. 
Stuff says HHHHI
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top 10 CAMCoRdeRS

Lucy Hedges Camera friendly  
stuff@motivate.aeCanon XA10 US$2,670 ★★★★★

Canon’s ultra-compact XA10 handles fine detail superbly due to its f/1.8 lens and 
2.37MP chip. It may not look big enough to play with the big boys, but twin XLR  
inputs on its detachable handle give it professional prowess straight out the box.

Panasonic HDC-SDT750 US$1,635 ★★★★★

The world’s first consumer 3D camcorder is essentially a converter lens bundled with 
a competent HD shooter. In 3D mode it does have some limitations like no zoom and 
difficulty with fast-moving subjects, but spectacular results make it worth the price. 

Sony HDR-TD10 US$1,350 ★★★★★

The king of 3D video does it properly, with two lenses plus two Exmor chips adding up 
to superbly sharp footage. Decent touchscreen controls and astounding depth (in 2D 
and 3D) make up for the hefty size. It’s being phased out, so get your best haggle on.

JVC GC-XA1 US$350 ★★★★★

This hardy toughcam serves up 1080p video with simple, intelligent operation and 5m 
waterproofing. It comes with a Wi-Fi friendly iPhone app too, that lets you use your 
smartphone as a viewfinder and remote control, plus instant YouTube-ing.

Panasonic HX-WA10 US$390 ★★★★I

If it’s quality underwater video that you’re after, meet the HX-WA10. Its full HD 
footage is smooth, with excellent colour recreation, and the 12x combined optical and 
digital zoom leaves fixed-focus cams trailing. Only fiddly controls count against it.

Panasonic HC-V720 US$870 ★★★★I

The Pana shoots 1080p@50fps and has a 50x optical zoom – and although  
taking it up to 1500x digital zoom is a silly idea, 200x works perfectly well. Built-in  
Wi-Fi and smartphone apps are useful, although a brief battery life is a real shame.

JVC GZ-VX815 US$630 ★★★★I

Compact and effective, the JVC is feature-laden and has Wi-Fi for smartphone hook-
ups. Auto-focus is fast and IS is smart. It shoots 1080i@50fps: fine if you’re filming  
for TVs; if you’re working with PC screens you’ll have to use 720p iFrame video instead.

GoPro Hero3 Silver Edition US$445 ★★★★★

Thinner, lighter and more feature-laden than ever, the rugged Hero3 won’t disappoint, 
shooting great 11MP snaps and wide-angle 1080p@30fps. HD Hero2 owners after 4K 
footage or 720p@120fps might want to hold out for the Black Edition, reviewed soon. 

Liquid Image Summit HD Video US$245 ★★★★I

A bit of a curio, this one – the Summit HD is a 720p video camera crossed with a pair 
of ski goggles. Unlike most action cams, there’s no need to mess around with fiddly 
mounts and it’s similarly easy to operate. Footage is good rather than great, though.

1 Storage The two most popular storage types 
are hard disks and solid state – either built-in,  

on cards, or both. HDD camcorders have bigger 
capacities, but are also larger and more vulnerable 
to bumps; flash memory drives and cards are 
becoming a better bet as prices continue to fall. 

2Zoom Some models offer up to 70x optical 
zoom, but most will have between 10x and 

20x zoom. Remember to separate claims about 
optical and digital zooms: digital reduces picture 
quality, since it just expands the captured image.

3Stills If you want your camcorder to double as 
a stills camera, remember most are capable of 

producing only mediocre-quality photos. Loads  
of cameras can record HD video, though, so they’re 
a better bet if you want one do-it-all gadget. 

43D You can give your films an extra dimension 
with a 3D-capable cam. Some use two lenses, 

some a converter kit; either will need a big wallet.

Stuff SAyS HHHHH

A great pro-quality all-
rounder that adds a string 
of updates to an already 
impressive package

Sony NEX-VG20 US$2,640
sony.com
The Sony NEX-VG10 has been knocked off the top spot to make way for its successor, the 
VG20. But this is no mere title bump: you also get a vastly improved experience. Not only is 
this the best looking camcorder on the market, it also adds a higher bitrate for glitch-free 
footage, incredible 5.1 sound, and 1080p at 60fps video shot on a 16.1MP APS HD Exmor 
sensor – the same found in Sony’s NEX-5N and NEX-C3 mirrorless cameras. Chuck in 
superb stills, comprehensive manual controls, great RAW skills and refinements such as 
enhanced grips and a second record button, and you’ve got the best camcorder around.
KILLER FEATURE Compatibility with Sony’s seven different E-mount lenses

hot 
buy

In an ideal world we’d have it all: a top smartphone, 
the finest laptop, tablet and camera, the coolest 
pair of cans and a home cinema system to rival 
the local Odeon. Alas, having it all often means 
having to forgo such necessities as food and 
mortgage repayments. Ever thought about 
repurposing your gadgets while you save?  
While this won’t work with your 10in tablet, the 
Hitcase Pro (hitcase.com) does a good job of 
transforming your iPhone 4/4S/5 into a fully-
functional shock-, dust- and waterproof wide-
angle action cam for mounting on to helmets, 
surfboards and whatever else 
you fancy. It’s no match for the 
supremely specialised GoPro 
Hero3, but if you’re strapped 
for cash, a spot of gadget multi-
tasking could be in order.

// The Hitcase Pro transforms your 
iPhone into a GoPro… kind of”
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dSlRs etc

Simon Osborne-Walker prime suspect
stuff@motivate.ae

Nikon D3200 US$785 (body only) ★★★★I

Like its D3100 predecessor, the D3200 has an excellent photography-course-in-a-
camera Guide mode, but that’s no longer the star attraction. This entry-level DSLR  
has a very non-entry-level 24MP sensor that’s capable of truly professional results.

Panasonic Lumix DMC-G3 US$710 (w/ 14-42mm lens) ★★★★★

This electronic viewfinder-sporting Micro Four Thirds camera has a 16MP sensor that 
takes better snaps and video than the Olympus E-P3, although the autofocus isn’t as 
quick and it’s bulkier. The Sony NEX-7 should soon give it stiff competition, though.

Nikon D600 US$2,215 (body only) ★★★★★

Pro power has never come at such a reasonable price. A full-frame 24.3MP sensor 
combines with accurate 39-point autofocus for stunning results. Dual SD card slots, 
built-in flash and 5.5fps shooting speed complete a seriously powerful proposition.

Sony NEX-7 US$1,300 (w/18-55mm lens) ★★★★★

A host of manual photo and video controls are available via its gorgeously minimalist 
unmarked knobs, but it’s the exceptional quality of its 24.3MP images that really 
impresses. We suspect an updated model may be just around the corner, though.

Canon 60D US$1,175 (body only) ★★★★★

The Canon 60D is a DSLR camera aimed at the serious amateur: a ruggedly built, 
feature-stuffed snapper that counts full 1080p video among its charms. Pricey, yes, 
but the perfect camera for the Canon user looking to step up from the entry level.

Olympus PEN E-P3 US$1,300 (w/ 14-42mm lens) ★★★★★

You could get a great DSLR for this money, but while it would often do a better job, 
the E-P3 will always feel more special. Quality build and styling, lightning-fast focus 
and razor-sharp pics with a built-in flash and swappable Micro Four Thirds lenses.

Canon EOS 6D US$2,680 (body only) ★★★★★

Canon’s cheapest ever full-framer is an awesome little SLR with a few clever tricks up 
its lens. As well as an all-new 20.2MP sensor, it packs a GPS receiver for geotagging 
and Wi-Fi for direct uploading or remote control from an iPhone or Android device.

Canon EOS 650D US$1,000 (body only) ★★★★★

Our new favourite DSLR has a new hybrid CMOS sensor which enables continuous 
autofocus during video recording, a responsive touchscreen and 5fps burst shooting. 
Image quality from the 18MP sensor is excellent and focusing is super-quick. Brilliant.

Panasonic Lumix DMC-GX1 US$715 
panasonic.com
For the first time, a compact system camera has hit the pinnacle of this Top 10.  
The Lumix GX1 is the spiritual successor to the GF1, offering a Micro Four Thirds 
camera that’s as satisfying for the photo enthusiast as it is for those stepping 
straight up from a compact. Plenty of controls and a touchscreen give access to a 
plethora of settings, the autofocus locks on at ridiculous speed, and the 16MP 
sensor delivers punchy, detailed images that take the GX1 a notch above its main 
rival, the Olympus E-P3. The compact system cam has truly come of age.
KILLEr fEaturE Lightning-fast autofocus and burst shooting

stuff says HHHHH

A hugely impressive 
compact system  
camera that outperforms 
even its DSLR rivals

hot 
buy

1 Continuous shooting If you’re into action 
photography, you’ll appreciate a camera  

that can fire off shots like a machine gun. The 
average is 3fps, but 6fps and above is ideal.

2Live View/HD video The former allows you 
to frame shots using the SLR’s display; the 

latter captures video at 720p or 1080p. 1080p is 
best; look for 24fps (or faster) framerates.

3Kit lens Most SLRs can be bought with  
a standard, or ‘kit’ lens, which is usually 

around 18-55mm (or 14-42mm on an Olympus 
or Panasonic). That’s OK for starters, but you’ll 
want more length to get closer to the main event 
with sports and action.

4Image stabilisation (IS) Anti-shake tech  
is built into more expensive lenses, but  

if you’re buying a load of extra glass you’ll 
ultimately save money if there’s an image 
stabiliser already built into your camera’s body. 

Panasonic DMC-G5 US$1,065 (w/14-42mm lens) ★★★★★

The G5 is the only snapper with the pace to keep up with the Olympus E-M5’s 
autofocus. Beginner-friendly controls, decent 16MP pics, touchscreen control and 
superb full HD 60fps AVCHD video recording all add up to a compelling package.

Pentax has killed the K-01. The ugly duckling of  
the compact system camera pond has waddled  
off, with barely a quack of protest, to a dangerous 
liaison with a French chef and some decidedly 
orangey sauce. And it didn’t even survive a year  
in the wild. The poor K-01 was squawked at and 
driven away by skinnier, faster rivals – cameras 
that didn’t crack their own LCDs when catching 
sight of their reflections. It had a face even  
Mother Pentax couldn’t love. Making matters 
worse was the birth of its sibling, the cute MX-1 
compact (US$725, pentax.com), which charmed 
with retro looks, rather than lens swapping.  
Besides, Pentax’s marriage  
to Ricoh means the GXR 
system could yet grow  
into the proverbial swan. RIP 
Pentax K-01 (2012-2013).

// Pentax’s ugly duckling, the 
K-01, has quacked its last quack”

Edgy Like Diamonds,
 Smooth Like Tears.

Diamonds are a Girl’s Bestfriend
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CAMeRAS

stuff says ★★★★★

Gorgeous retro styling,  
a superb viewfinder and 
fantastic photos make for 
a compelling package

thomas Shambler he’s got lens flair 
stuff@motivate.ae

1 Resolution The number of megapixels is 
rapidly becoming irrelevant. So long as you’re 

in double figures you’ll be OK, so move on and 
focus on the things that really matter, such as…

2Picture quality The only hands-on time 
you’re likely to get is in an artificially lit shop. 

This will tell you nothing about picture quality,  
so read reviews and check out shots taken with 
your potential snapper on sites such as Flickr.

3features Think about how you’re likely to use 
your camera, and prioritise features such as 

size, style, ruggedness and whether you want 
in-depth control or an idiot-proof interface.

4Swapping lenses? There’s now a middle 
ground between compacts and DSLRs. 

Nikon, Olympus, Panasonic, Ricoh, Samsung and 
Sony make ‘compact system’ cameras. The best 
of these can now be found in our DSLRs top 10  
– take a look if you’ve outgrown your compact.

Canon PowerShot S110 US$390 ★★★★★ 
Superb image quality at most ISO settings, manual controls and a new touchscreen are 
enough to put this truly compact snapper in the No.2 spot. And while its Wi-Fi sharing 
isn’t as easy to use as we’d like, Canon announced updates to CameraWindow at CES. 

Fujifilm FinePix X10 US$460
fujifilm.com
The X10 is the more practical sibling of the retro-tastic X100 – old-school nods include 
manual zooming on the 28-112mm-equivalent lens, faux-Vulcanite body covering, an 
engraved top plate, a threaded cable release socket on the shutter button and an 
optical eye viewfinder that’s way bigger and brighter than those on its super-compact 
rivals. It’s also packing a big 2/3in sensor – throw in that pin-sharp lens and super-fast 
autofocus and you have incredible image quality in any given situation. Look out for 
next month’s test of the X20,which rocks a  new digital overlay for the viewfinder.  
KILLER fEAtuRE The best image quality of any compact we’ve ever used

Sony DSC-RX100 US$650 ★★★★★ 
Sony’s 20MP compact has a 1in sensor, customisable lens ring and RAW shooting, and 
takes natural and well-balanced images – plus it shoots 1080p@50fps video. We’ll be 
testing its US$3,500 sibling, the RX1, with its 35mm full-frame sensor, very soon. 

Olympus XZ-1 US$340 ★★★★I 
With its super-fast f/1.8 Zuiko lens, the XZ-1 thrives in the kind of low-light conditions 
that would terrify most compacts. Manual controls are easily changed and there’s a 
wealth of art filters. But we’ll be hoping for sharper snaps with the upgraded XZ-2.

Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ200 US$545 ★★★★★ 
If you want a superzoom cam, try the Lumix FZ200, which just wiped the floor with the 
rest of our snoopy snappers in this month’s Supertest. A small and solid build is coupled 
with a 24x optical zoom and an excellent auto mode. Video can be a mixed bag, though. 

Sony Cyber-shot DSC-HX20V US$450 ★★★★★ 
It’s not the most compact of compacts but the 18MP HX20V builds on the success of 
the HX9V beautifully. The headline-grabber is the 20x optical zoom with serene image 
stabilisation and unrivalled video. A superb compact that’s ready for anything at all.

Samsung Galaxy Camera US$520 ★★★★★ 
The new king of snap-sharing has a 4.8in HD screen, Android 4.1, auto Dropbox uploads 
and loads of filter and editing apps. Its 16.3MP images aren’t quite the best, but it’s a 
sexy slice of the future and updates bring new scene modes including ‘food’. Yes, food.

Panasonic Lumix LX7 US$610 ★★★★★ 
The LX7 has stolen the advanced compact spot in our top ten from Nikon’s P7100 with  
a beautiful (if chunky) construction, speedy autofocus and a wide-angle f/1.4-2.3 Leica 
lens. Tons of manual controls and fantastic image quality make this a trusty second cam.

hot 
buy

Canon PowerShot G15 US$550 ★★★★★ 
Looking for a compact(ish) camera with pro flourishes such as optical viewfinder, 
external flash, filter ring and plenty of manual controls? The G15 will do you proud. You’ll 
also get crisp, clean photos with accurate colours, plus a nippy AF and a tank-like build. 

Panasonic Lumix DMC-FT3 US$445 ★★★★★ 
Our favourite rugged camera backs up its toughness with environmental awareness 
that includes GPS, a compass, altimeter and barometer. The FT3’s controls are glove-
friendly and its pictures are great. Look out for price drops, too, as the FT4 is incoming.

How many 15.3MP sensors does it take to build  
an insanely specced Sigma DP compact camera? 
One? Two? The answer is, of course, three: as 
evidenced by the 46MP DP3 Merrill (US$1000, 
sigma-dp.com), first unveiled at CES. The method 
in this component pile-on madness (also found in 
Sigma DSLRs) is that each of the three layers of 
the Foveon X3 sensor captures different colour 
information, boosting the DP3’s reproduction 
skills. With a 50mm f/2.8 lens, the DP3 will also 
capture macro and telephoto shots without 
needing to get all up in your subject’s face. The 
boxy fixed-lens snapper is now on sale in the US 
for a suitably wallet-
quivering price. Hope 
you’ve got the cash. And 
the hard drive space for 
those 45MB RAW files. 

// How many 15.3MP sensors 
does it take to build a camera?”

N
EW
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new gAMeS

1 the big two Choosing a games console is 
exactly the same as a general election. Once 

every five years or so, you pick from one of two 
options, loosely basing your decision on what 
you’ve gone with before. The result is pretty 
much exactly the same whichever you choose, 
but some people get surprisingly het up about it. 
Some games are only available on one platform, 
but most major releases are on both. Or you could 
choose the third option – Nintendo – and end  
up smug but unsatisfied most of the time. 

2Movies and music Both the Xbox 360 and 
PS3 now have enough streaming skills that 

they can serve up films, TV shows, music and 
more through a variety of apps. But the PS3 will 
always have the edge thanks to its Blu-ray player.

3Peripherals The Xbox 360 wins this battle 
thanks to the futuristic Kinect, but add a  

3D TV to your PS3 and you’re in for a treat. 

Will Dunn ate all the (game) pies
stuff@motivate.aeBorderlands 2 PC/PS3/Xbox 360 HHHHH

The first Borderlands took a gamble on its boldly original, cel-shaded style of 
animation, and won a big pile of fans and money. The sequel looks even better, 
while also serving up extra helpings of humour, explosions and frenetic gunishment.

Assassin’s Creed 3 PC/PS3/Xbox 360 HHHHH
A huge game in every sense, with a very long central campaign, a cornucopia of 
minigames and side missions, and a vast world to explore. Finished all that? Then  
the first part in a trilogy of DLC, The Tyranny of King Washington, is on its way. 

FIFA 13 PC/PS3/Xbox 360 HHHHH
The field of choice for Stuff’s office league continues to impress. The tweaks are 
relatively subtle, but add up to a huge advance in realism. They’ve even sorted  
out some of our gripes such as AI teammates running offside too often.

Ni No Kuni: Wrath of the White Witch PS3 HHHHH
Even if you haven’t played a Japanese RPG since 1998, this charming story is worth 
revisiting the genre for, and if you’re a fan of Studio Ghibli animation, it’s a must-play. 
Plus, it features an amusing Welsh potato-creature with a lantern in his nose. 

Halo 4 Xbox 360 HHHHH
Master Chief is back to battle the Prometheans. No, not the ones from Mass Effect. 
No, not the guys from Prometheus. But if you’re after imagination and a story, you’re 
missing the point. If you’re after weeks of brainless, alien-wasting fun… bingo.

Star Wars: The Old Republic PC HHHHH
If you’ve spent years nerding around Azeroth, you may be reluctant to go questing 
among the stars. Don’t be: with a huge, intricate storyline (280,000 lines of dialogue 
and counting), the most expensive game ever made is also one of the most absorbing.

Super Mario 3D Land Nintendo 3DS HHHHH
The best possible showcase for the 3DS’s talents, 3D Land’s extra dimension revamps 
the platform-game genre. Crafty puzzles, superb level design and a difficulty level that 
keeps you playing make the plumber’s latest excursion a must-have for 3DS owners.

DmC: Devil May Cry PS3/Xbox 360 HHHHH
This brimstone-laced hack ’n’ slash series made a name for itself by placing a 
premium not just on how many demons you kill, but how cool you look doing it.  
This reboot adds a barmy gameworld, a new Dante and even cooler combat. 

Dishonored PC/PS3/Xbox 360 HHHHH
This whale-oil-fuelled steampunk adventure is Deus Ex with a crossbow, and as 
such it’s all about choice: ‘ghost’ the game without killing anyone, go in stabbing 
with your sword or use your eldritch powers to summon a swarm of man-eating rats. 

Far Cry 3 PC/PS3/Xbox 360
far-cry.ubi.com
The star of this superb threequel is a huge, beautifully constructed gameworld 
stuffed with gun-toting lunatics, island-exploring vehicles and vicious wild animals 
that will maul you if you don’t turn them into clothing first. What puts it at the top of 
our chart is the fact that it offers so much variety, with the landscape throwing up 
many fun-filled hours’ worth of exploration, side quests and weapon-crafting. The 
combat is far above your run-of-the-mill shooter, it’s filled with pleasing surprises 
and there’s even a map editor to let you personalise the multiplayer mode.   
 WAtCH Out fOR Panthers and bears. Seriously, those things are lethal 

Stuff SAyS HHHHH

A huge, stunning world 
filled with vehicles, animals 
and baddies – all waiting 
to be hosed with bullets

EA’s DRM-riddled SimCity launch was a fiasco 
that ruined a potentially brilliant game, but for one 
guy it was great publicity. At the same time as EA’s 
servers were crashing under the weight of the 
always-online game, developer Brandon Smith was 
launching the Kickstarter page for his DRM-free, 
Windows-Mac-and-Linux-supporting city-builder 
Civitas (civitasgame.com). And it may even turn 
out to be a better game than SimCity: you start by 
terraforming the land itself, creating mountains and 
lakes and forests, then add a few simple houses 
and eventually end up with a huge megalopolis 
complete with zoning, building regulations,  
utilities and transportation 
systems. Oh, and you can 
preorder it for US$15, subject 
to the usual Kickstarter 
delivery-time proviso.

// Civitas is a DRM-free SimCity in 
which you can terraform land”
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geeK ACCeSSoRIeS

Esat Dedezade The tech Imelda Marcos
stuff@motivate.ae

1 fun times From sleek designs and clever 
tricks to sheer silly fun, one way or another  

gadgets should get your tech senses tingling.  
If you’re not enjoying yourself, what’s the point?

2Ease of use If you need a 96-page manual, 
you (or they) are doing it wrong. Gadgets 

exist to enhance our lives and make things 
easier, so look for tech that’s a doddle to set  
up, simple to use and easy to maintain. 

3Looks that kill A gadget should be more than 
just a pretty face – but if your shiny new  

toy will be prominently on display, then go for 
something that oozes just a little bit of style. 

4tech friendly Look for compatibility with as 
much existing gear as possible. If you’re running 

a Mac, make sure software is available. OS support, 
cable sharing and upgradeability will all make life 
easier in the long run – which decreases the 
likelihood you’ll end up chucking your tech away.

Pebble US$150 ★★★★★

The age of the smartwatch begins with the Kickstarter-funded Pebble. It works well as 
a timepiece thanks to a crisp mono LCD and customisable faces, but the fun really 
starts when you sync with your iThing or Android device for notifications and apps.

Nike Lunar TR1+ US$285 ★★★★★

Can’t afford a personal trainer? The Lunar TR1+ running shoes are cheaper, and far 
more intelligent too. Sensors at the ball, heel and toe plus 3-axis accelerometers record 
how you’re moving, and an iOS app gives you feedback and workouts from top atheletes.

Apple iPod Touch from US$345 ★★★★★

An iPhone without the phone, the 5th-gen Touch is lighter and thinner than ever – and 
it’s got a 4in Retina screen, too. With iOS 6, the 5MP iSight camera, Siri, and iTunes and 
App Store joys, this is a media device that’s no longer just about playing the odd tune.

Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 US$440 ★★★★★

The second-generation of this app-controlled quadricopter boasts a 720p camera, 
easier control and – best of all – the ability to do flips. No-one needs an AR.Drone 2.0, 
but every gadget fan should want one. Budget extra for a spare battery, though.

Synology DS212J US$235 ★★★★★

Slot two hard drives into this little white NAS box and you can back up your precious data 
and stream it via DLNA to TVs, consoles, tablets or phones. It’s also a print, FTP, mail  
and iTunes server, with iOS and Android apps. Energy efficiency is a nice green bonus.

HP Envy 110 US$250 ★★★★★

Packing all the basics as well as wireless printing and AirPrint for easy use with iDevices, 
this whisper-quiet printer performs as smoothly as its metal and glass chassis might 
suggest. Did we mention it has its own email address for printing photos? Oh, we just did.

Teenage Engineering OP-1 US$950 ★★★★★

With a synth, virtual four-track recorder, sampler, internal sequencers, FM radio – for 
capturing your own samples – two drum machines and a smorgasboard of effects,  
the OP-1 is all you need to become the next Daft Punk. Well, one of them at least. 

Sennheiser X320 US$175 ★★★★★

These comfy gaming cans – with a noise cancelling mic, bass boost and separate volume 
controls for in-game and voice channels – are aimed squarely at Xbox 360 users. Check 
out the new U 320s, which will play nicely with your PS3, PC and Mac to boot (see right).

Sphero Robotic Ball US$160 ★★★★I

This smartphone-controlled robotic ball doesn’t need to exist, but its tough waterproof 
shell, LED lights and NASA pedigree make us glad it does. With various compatible apps 
and a thumbs-up from President Obama, this is the ultimate spherical accessory.

Amazon Kindle Paperwhite from US$180
amazon.com
The Paperwhite’s 6in touchscreen has 62% more pixels than its predecessor, giving it 
pin-sharp text, but all you’ll care about is the built-in backlight. It’s a godsend for night-
time reading, but even in sunshine the always-on light leaves text looking sharper and 
‘pages’ whiter than ever. With a solid build, grippy rubber finish and plenty of fonts for 
the typographically inclined, you’ll wonder how you ever lived without it. Amazon’s 
online ecosystem still rules supreme, and the US$180 3G version gets you books 
anywhere in the world. Feeling skint? The excellent non-touch basic Kindle is just US$90. 
KILLER fEAtuRE That gorgeous, sharp, bright white touchscreen display

Stuff SAyS ★★★★★

The best screen, the best 
ebook store and a light 
that could change reading 
habits – Kindle’s still on top

hot 
buy

// Razer’s keypad will have you 
pwning your peers in no time”

Sometimes a mouse and keyboard aren’t  
enough to channel all of your elite gaming energy. 
Sometimes, on top of your natural superiority, 
you’re going to need 20 fully customisable 
mechanical keys, an 8-way directional thumbpad 
and adjustable palm, hand and thumb rests in 
order to reach your full fragging potential. That’s 
where the Razer Orbweaver (US$175, razerzone.
com) comes in. Bursting out of the box with a 
green and black ‘I mean business in a radioactive 
kind of way’ colour scheme, the Orbweaver can 
pair up with Razer’s Synapse 2.0 
software, allowing you to map  
keys and save your settings  
to the cloud for instant  
LAN party setup. You’ll be 
pwning your unfortunate 
peers in no time.

N
EW
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tvs

1 LCD or plasma? LCD is edging closer to 
victory simply because it’s so much cheaper 

to implement. Plasma-based TVs are pricier  
but technically superior, though you won’t  
find full HD ones under 40 inches. 

2full HD Screens described as ‘full HD’ 
support a 1080p signal, the highest 

resolution video commercially available. They 
also come with an HDMI port, allowing you to 
pipe full HD content from a Blu-ray player or 
games console. Aim for HDMI 1.4a, which 
supports auto switching to 3D modes.

33D There are two types: active shutter and 
passive (or polarising). Both require glasses; 

the former offers superior resolution.

4Extras The scrabble for remote controls  
can be resolved with a classy universal wand 

– and don’t skimp on cables, especially analogue 
ones. A decent HDMI is a necessity at over 2m. 

simon osborne-Walker Visionary
stuff@motivate.ae

Panasonic TX-L47DT50 US$2,680 ★★★★I

Panasonic is best known for its plasma sets, but this LED set is worth a gander. You get 
fairly basic menus, but Viera Connect is excellent and the free  HD digital tuner gives you 
stunning 3D (where available). It just lacks a smidgeon of detail and depth.

Philips 58PFL9955H US$6,220 ★★★★I

Philips has tried a 21:9 aspect TV before, but the 58PFL9955H is a far more successful 
attempt. With 3D, the latest versions of both Ambilight and Philips’ LED Pro 
backlighting, and built-in Net TV, it’s the ultimate “I love movies” statement.

Panasonic TX-P50GT50 US$2,000 ★★★★★

A close rival to the Sony at No.2 – and if size matters to you, its larger 50in panel may 
help seal the deal in its favour. Exceptional picture performance and a strong spec are 
assets too, although the Sony’s online features and styling are a shade slicker.

Philips DesignLine US$2,500 ★★★★★

If you’re all about style and want a TV to complement your living decor, look no 
further than Philips DesignLine range. The Apple-esque design masks a top-notch 
telly, full of tech like Easy 3D mode and Ambilight (a tad gimmicky, but we still love it).

Sony KDL-32HX753 US$840 ★★★★★

This 32in Sony’s performance-orientated spec means you needn’t compromise  
on spec just because you’ve opted for a smaller screen. It runs at 200Hz (240Hz  
in 3D mode) and comes with all the smart features of its larger stablemates. 

Toshiba 55ZL2 US$10,900 ★★★★★

The price is a considerable obstacle, but it’s hard not to be impressed by Tosh’s 55-inch 
specs-free 3D TV. Its 3840x2160 screen looks spectacular with both upscaled Blu-ray 
and native-res images – if you can find any. 3D works… so long as you don’t move.

Sony KDL-26EX320 US$510 ★★★★I

The smallest smart TV on the block is also a solid performer. Its 26in 720p image is 
smooth and detailed, though dim compared to rivals such as Samsung’s LE26C450. 
Home media streaming, web browsing and on-demand TV make that a fair compromise.

LG 42LM660T US$1,050 ★★★★★

Although not the most spectacular of 2012’s TV debutantes, the LG’s comprehensive 
spec and consistent performance make it great value. Its family-friendly passive 3D 
tech also helps, while it’s recently been updated with the new Game World portal.

In this column last month I got all excited about 
curved OLED TVs, before dreaming of a future in 
which flexible tellies could be rolled up then hung 
like wallpaper. If only my dreams had involved 
winning both the lottery and Scarlett Johansson’s 
heart – because the roll-up telly one has just 
come true. Well sort of. Plastic Logic (plasticlogic.
com), the company behind the flexible Papertab 
tablet, has announced a 42in flexible electrophoretic 
display (EPD) module, made up of 16 individual 
10.7in monochrome plastic displays. Alright, so it’s 
not a TV – an EPD is actually a form of electronic 
paper of the kind used in ebooks – but Plastic Logic 
has demonstrated video running on 
it, and at less than 3mm thick it could 
easily be hung on the wall. So a roll-
up TV can’t be far off, right? Now – 
anyone got ScarJo’s number?

// Roll-up flexible televisions could 
soon be on the way after all”

Sony KDL-46HX853 US$1,835 ★★★★★

The best of 2012’s TVs has been usurped from the No.1 spot by the first of 2013’s sets, 
but don’t let that put you off it. It’s smart to look at and clever to live with, serving up  
a stunning picture, great sound and an array of on-demand and internet content.

Samsung UE55F8000 US$3,815
samsung.com
The world’s best TV? No question. The 55in F8000 has the best picture, the smartest 
features, the biggest sound and the most innovative controls of any telly out there. With 
inky blacks and awesome amounts of detail, this is a TV you’ll never tire of watching. Which 
is just as well, because there’s plenty to watch on it: Freeview, Freesat and all the riches of 
the revamped Smart Hub, complete with Netflix, LoveFilm and iPlayer, among many others. 
Other highlights include the TiVo-style S-Recommendation tool and the multi-talented 
Touch remote, while it’s all kept ticking along smoothly by a quad-core processor. Superb.
KILLER fEAtuRE The way S-Recommendation always knows what you want to watch

Stuff SAyS HHHHH

Start saving up now – the 
super-smart Samsung 
F8000 is the TV your eyes 
have been waiting for

hot 
buy

THE GIFT 
OF SOUND

www.beatsbydre.com     facebook.com/clubbeats   Tel: +971.4.883.04.05 Email: support@monsterme.com   MONSTER MIDDLE EAST
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Marc McLaren lives life in stereo
stuff@motivate.ae

1 Spread ’em As proven by the Naim, left, mini 
doesn’t have to mean manky. Spreading the 

speakers out will help sound quality and adding  
a subwoofer can be a good move. 

2Boxes of tricks Look for as many features as 
you can get for your money: demand DAB, 

decent build quality and aux-in sockets for your 
PMP, plus HDMI if you want TV connectivity, and 
DLNA, AirPlay or UPnP music streaming tech.

3ugly duckling? No matter how well-specced 
a mini system is, it still needs to fit with the 

decor of the room it’s going in. There are plenty 
of lookers out there, so don’t settle for a minger.

4Stream team Most hi-fi systems are 
network-ready these days, but to take 

advantage of their streaming skills you’ll need  
a server – whether PC or NAS drive – and  
a good Wi-Fi set-up. Going wired can be  
a better bet in houses with thick walls.

Stuff SAyS HHHHH

Infinite music in every 
room without the need  
for custom installers?  
Sign us up now

hI-FI & MUSIC StReAMIng

Denon D-M38DAB US$520 ★★★★★

Our favourite micro system packs a CD player, DAB+ radio and 2x30W of amplification 
into its aluminium shell. A USB port allows direct playback of digital music and iThing 
integration, audio quality is excellent, and it’s US$120 cheaper without the speakers.

Onkyo CR-N755 US$445 ★★★★★

This Onkyo is about as cutting-edge as micro hi-fi gets, being the first with built-in 
access to Spotify and Last.fm. You can also stream your own tunes wirelessly or via 
USB, listen to FM or internet radio and even play CDs. Audio quality is equally impressive.

Logitech Mini Boombox US$70 ★★★★I��

Travelling light? The Mini Boombox is so small it’ll fit in your pocket, but still pumps out  
a superb sound for the price, whether your tunes are streamed over Bluetooth or 
played via its 3.5mm line-in. The perfect accessory for all your summer picnics.

Philips Fidelio SoundSphere DS9800W US$1,000 ★★★★★

In a world awash with AirPlay-equipped docks, the new SoundSpheres create a niche 
for themselves by offering proper two-channel stereo output. Idiosyncratic looks 
ensure they’ll stand out even further from the crowd, and they sound great too.

B&W Zeppelin Mini US$460 ★★★★★

It might not look anything like a Zeppelin, but this beautifully built dock does the 
family name proud, producing a balanced, composed sound with bags of detail. The 
pebble-shaped remote is nice, and it’ll play music from your computer via USB, too.

Geneva Model M US$860 ★★★★★

There’s a new dock on the block for iAudiophiles: the Model M pumps out a serious 
sound of the kind you’d expect from a separates system. With only a dock, FM radio and 
3.5mm input onboard it’s hardly feature-laden, but then that’s not really the point here.

B&W Zeppelin Air US$600 ★★★★★

The Air brings the weighty sound and design smarts we’ve come to expect from the 
Zeppelin family, and then adds AirPlay streaming as a bonus trick. Audio quality isn’t 
quite so hot if you go wireless, but it’s still better than almost anything else out there.

Logitech S715i US$160 ★★★★I�

A small, lightweight dock that does everything you’d want a small, lightweight dock to 
do, and does it well. As well as putting out a punchy, dynamic sound it comes with its 
own carry case, stand and remote and will last for 8hrs. A good, solid bet for the price.

hot 
buy

JBL OnBeat Xtreme US$565 ★★★★★

If you want to have your cake and eat the whole thing as well, look no further than the 
OnBeat Xtreme. It’s packed with features – Bluetooth streaming, iThing dock, USB, 
built-in mic, video output and more – but it’s also loud, fun and great sounding. Tasty.

Sonos multiroom system from US$810
sonos.com
Who needs to drill holes and re-plaster walls to get a multiroom music system at home? 
Not you. With Sonos, creating a simple two-zone system is an idiot-proof doddle: the 
cheapest way would be to combine two of the new Play:3 units with the Sonos Bridge 
router. Want to go more high end? Hook up a ZP90 Zoneplayer to your existing hi-fi and 
router, add speakers to the amplified ZP120 in another room, and enjoy. Upgrade with more 
Zoneplayers like the Play:5 and control it all with the free iOS or Android apps. The new 
Sonos Labs platform is in beta and gives users access to even more streaming services.
KILLER fEAtuRE Zoneplayers can all sync for ‘party mode’ or play individually 

// The Focal XS Book Wireless use 
aptX Bluetooth to stream audio”

Focal’s XS Book speakers have sat in this Top 10 
for over a year now, on account of their being the 
best-value audio upgrade you could give your PC. 
But in a world where most new PCs come with 
wireless peripherals, and given that the rest of 
this list consists of stream-friendly AirPlay and 
Bluetooth boxes, they’re beginning to look a tad 
old-fashioned. Enter the Focal XS Book Wireless 
(US$395, due May, focal.com/en). The name may 
be cryptic and confusing, but yes – we can 
confirm these are indeed wireless versions of the 
old Books. They’ll use aptX Bluetooth to do their 
thing, so they’ll be compatible 
with most newish phones and 
tablets, as well as PCs and 
laptops. Not much else about 
them has changed – but going 
wire-free is enough for us.
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3D-printed lunar bases
Call me an interplanetary pedant, but  
I think I spy an erroneous plural there.
Oh, it’s that familiar adage. You wait years for a 
3D-printed lunar base concept, and two come 
along at once. The first is from the engineers at 
the European Space Agency, with help from 
architecture firm Foster + Partners. The second 
is from the sharp-talking space boys over at 
NASA, with help from space architects Tomas 
Rousek, Katarina Eriksson and Ondrej Doule. 

That’s the introductions out of the way. 
Now, won’t 3D printing a base take ages?
You just need a bigger printer. The kind, say, 
Enrico Dini is using to build an entire house in 
Amsterdam. ESA will simply fly it to the moon 
and use it to build bricks out of the moon’s own 
dust. What could be neater? At the moment, 
you would have to ship pre-built habitation 
units all the way there – not impossible, but 
prohibitively expensive and time-consuming.

So is the NASA plan the same?
Not quite. Instead it’s proposing to modify its 
existing (and awesome) Athlete spider bot, 
essentially strapping a microwave to one of its 
feet. Then it can superheat the dust to around 
1500 degrees Celsius, binding the particles 
together. Ping! Bricks. Build a dome, and the 
astronauts will be safe from solar radiation and 
meteorite strikes. Oh, and then use that as a 
forward base for Mars and do the same there…
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Can’t wait for the next issue?  Log on to stuffmideast.Com
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